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The Murray Ledger & Times
Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon, March 16, 1976
MORT SHARING CHECKS—Henry Coords, president of Fisher-Price Toys, was in Murray yesterday to present
prat sharing checks to Fisher-Price employes here. With him the first three employes of the firm, from left, Lanis
Futrell, first hourly employe, Dorothy Chambers, first hourly assembly employe; and Betty Woolf, first hourly
fabrication employe. Profit sharing checks totaling $240,000 were distributed to local plant employes.
Staff Photo by David Hill
Profit Sharing Checks
Distributed At F-P Toys
EAST AUR011.A, N.Y.—Fisher-Price
Toys hat distributed more than half of
$4.9 millioi . in profit sharing to 4107
employees in the U.S., Canada, and
Europe.
The distribution represents the
second payment to employees based on
profits in the 1975 calendar year. The
first installment was paid in December.
At the Murray plant, 280 employees
participated in profit sharing, and the
Murray distribution amounted to ap-
proximately $240,000. The total dollar
distribution is approximately $1 million
more than Fisher-Price Profit Sharing
in 1974.
The total profit sharing distribution
amounts to 17.3 per cent of each em-
ployee's eligible wages.
"We are pleased to report this very
high percentage," said Henry H.
Coords, president of Fisher-Price. "We
were able to manage our resources
carefully in 1975 and strengthen our
cost-cutting program. The result is a
substantial profit sharing distribution."
Early this month Fisher-Price
predicted "a very good year" based on
reactions to a new line of older-age toys
from buyers at seven international Toy
Fairs. The company said it was
doubling its potential market with a
new product program that appeals to
early grade school children. Previously
Fisher-Price had concentrated entirely
on children from birth through five.
A Division of The Quaker Oats
Company, Fisher-Price is the in-
dustry's sales leader in the infant and
preschool categories. The company has
four domestic facilities, three in
Western New York ( East Aurora,
Holland, and Medina) and the local one
in Murray. Additional interests are in
Mexico, the United Kingdom, Belgium,
France, and Germany.
Curiosity Seekers Hamper
Efforts Of Rescue Squad
Max Dowdy, Chief of the Calloway
County Fire Rescue Squad, has issued a
request concerning curiosity-seekers
who follow the squad when it is on call.
Dowdy asks that people please refrain
from following the rescue squad when it
is responding tp a distress call.
According to Dowdy, the squad's
efforts have been seriously hampered
by a large number of curious followers.
"I realize they mean no harm, but they
serve only to slow us down by getting in
our way. Sometimes we can't even
move our equipment," said Chief
Dowdy. He continued by saying,
"Recently, this problem has grown to
serious proportions, and for everyone's
:safety, it cannot be allowed to con-
tinue."
Calloway County Judge Robert 0.
Miller explained that there are Ken-
Hearing On Bass
Club Dock Tonight
A public hearing will be held tonight
at 7:30 p.m. at the Calloway County
Courthouse on a proposed boat dock
and facilities on Blood River:
The dock and facilities are proposed
by the Murray Bass Club on a site near
the mouth of Blood River.
Democrats Slate
Workshop Locally
A Congressional District Workshop to
acquaint Kentlicky Democrats with the
delegate selection process for the
Democratic National Convention will
be held at the Calloway County Cour-
thouse on Saturday, March 27, at 10 a.
m.
The local workshop is one of several
scheduled for that day throughout the
state. The on other workshop in the
First District will be held at the
Hopkins! County Courthouse.
tucky stale laws which prohibit people
from following official emergency
vehicles. Judge Miller stated that if the
distress emergency involved a relative
or one's own property, it was un-
derstandable to proceed to the scene.
Otherwise, any unnecessary presence
is unwarranted.
Miller further said, "We hope and
appeal to the citizens for their im-
mediate cooperation to cease following
the County Fire Rescue Squad. If the
problem persists, we will have to call
upon the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department to enforce statutes which
pertain to this matter."
ERA Revived
In House
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
move to rescind Kentucky's approval of
the Equal Rights Amendment to the
U.S. Constitution was revived today by
a state House committee.
In a surprise pariliamentary
maneuver, the House Comthittee on
Elections and Constitutional Amend-
ments amended Senate Bill 30, which
would have placed the ERA rescission
question on the ballot in the November,
1977, election. As attended, the bill
reads like the original House Resolution
to rescind Kentucky's approval of ERA.
That resolution was approved by the
House,' but failed to get out of Senate
committee.
The Kentucky General Assembly
ratified ERA during a special session in
1972.
The amended Senate bill will now go
to the House floor, where it seems likely
to be approved again. It will then go
straight to the Senate floor.
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Deathe & Funerals 10
More than $3,300 in prize money will
be awarded winners in 15 classes at the
Kentucky State Charity Horse Show, to
be held Saturday, May 15, in the new
Livestock Show and Exposition Center
at Murray State University.
Scheduled to start at 7:30 p.m., the
show, the first to be held in the new $2.6
million structure, is expected to attract
some of the most outstanding show
horses in the four-state area. It is being
sponsored jointly by the Murray Rotary
Club and the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club.
Judging the classes will be: Fritz
Jordan, Franklin, Term., who will judge
the gaited events, and Russell Pate,
Collierville, Tenn., who will judge the
vialking horses.
An established breeder and trainer,
Jordan has the No. 1 walking horse
stallion standing stud on his farm,
having been so classified in both 1974
and 1975.
Pate also is a widely-recognized
trainer and horse show judge, and is
called upon regularly to judge the
Shelbyville, Tenn., Walking Horse
Show, one of the most prestigious horse
shows in the nation.
Announcing the events will be O'Neil
Howell of Memphis, Tenn., who is well
known to Kentuckians for his an-
The years rolled away Monday as
Murray State University observed its
first Commemoration Day by
rededicating its most extensively-used
building and paying tribute to the
memory of its first president, Dr. John
Wesley Carr, for whom the building is
named.
On hand to participate in the program
were two of the first president's
grandchildren, Frank C. Carr of
Barrington, M., and Miss Ruth Holton
of Tulsa, Okla.
The event marked two significant
occasions on the campus: The
rededication of the 39-year-old, recently
remodeled Carr Health Building and
• the inauguration of an annual "time of
remembrance" of those who served the
University in its early years.
An overflow crowd jammed
redecorated lobby of the the Health
Building for the rededication
One Section — 10 Pages
Regents Vote To
Close Lab School
After many months of community
controversy, the Murray State
University Board of Regents has voted
to close grades one through six of the
university laboratory school.
By a 7-2 margin, the regents voted to
close the school, with the exceptions of
the kindergarten and special education
classes.
Dr. Constantine Curris, president of
the university, told board members
that the closing of the six grades of the
school, which opened in 1928, would
save the university approximately
$148,000 per year.
The kindergarten is expected to cost
the university about $5,000 per year to
operate, after computing the tuition
paid by some 50 students. Special
education will be paid for with state
funds not now figured in the university
budget.
The vote was the latest development
in a dispute that began in 1974 and was
temporarily settled last May when the
board, by a one-vote margin, decided to
flouncing at the Kentucky State Fair.
The ring master will be Tom Banks,
well-known exhibitor living in Murray,
and Norma Thompson, Benton, will be
the organist.
The classes and the prize money for
each are:
American saddle pleasure class,
$150; two-year-old walking horse, $150;
toadster pony, $150; junior three-gaited
horse, $150; ladies' walking horse, $150;
amateur five-gaited horse, $150;
harness pony, $150.
Amateur walking horse, $150;
amateur three-gaited horse, $150; fine
harness horse, $150; junior five-gaited
horse, $150; open three-gaited horse,
$500; open racking horse, $150; open
walking horse, $500, and open five-
ceremony, presided over by James H.
Johnson, president of the Alumni
Association and a school official in
Owensboro.
Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, university
president, made the rededication
remarks, quoting at length the vivid
vision outlined by Dr. Carr in the early
days for the development of Murray
• State.
"We gather today 50 years later and
glow with unbridled pride that what Dr.
Carr so fervently sought has come to
pass," Curtis said.
Referring to the $800,000 expenditure
for the renovation of the Carr Health
Building so that it "can continue to
serve well students during the next 40
years," the president expressed con-
fidence "that Dr. Carr would be
pleased, and yet would he not exhort us
to do more to develop Murray State
University."
POR PAU PIZEI of Dr. Icihn Wesley
Carr, the first president of Murray Stale , was unveiled Monday
during rededication of the Carr Health Building.
Aetisting with the unveiling were, frorn the left, Frank C Carr, Barrington,
IR, and Albs Ruth Holton, Tulsa- Oldn. both grandchildren of Dr. Carr, and
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman of the Department of Recreation and Physical
Education at the University.
keep the school open despite a
recommendation by Dr. Curtis that its
six grades be discontinued.
Since that time, the status of the
school has caused a community con-
troversy. It was noted by those favoring
abolition of the school that the city and
county school systems were losing as
much as $62,000 per year in state
payments on the basis of attendance.
Other opponents have cited the high
cost of the tuition of the university
school as making it a private school for
the wealthy.
Supporters of the school pointed out
Its value to the Murray State
elementary education program and the
quality of training it provided for both
the younger students enrolled there and
the university students who used It as a
laboratory., ,
Closing of scbool'siIjFI 
drew opposition from three
board members, including Chairman
Dr. Charles Howard, as well as Dr.
Mark Cunningham. faculty
gaited horse, $500.
Anyone wishing to enter any one or
several of the classes should contact
Mrs. Fred Wells or A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
in Murray. Tickets for the show already
are in the hands of members of the two
clud! Patron tickets, entitling the
holdeF to a cushioned seat, are $7.50
each. General admission tickets are
$3.00 each.
Begun in August, 1974, the new center
will be used by the people of the
University's region for livestock and
horse shows, machinery exhibitions.
horticulture shows and other farm-
related events.
Included in its 67,570 square feet of
enclosed space is an arena area of
approximately 45,757 square feet and
seating for 2,700 spectators. Also in-
cluded are classrooms and laboratories
for use in the University's expanding,
six-year-old horsemanship program,
the first of its kind to be offered in the
state.
Although constructed on the
University's 254-acre agriculture
laboratory farm, the new center will be
dedicated to and used extensively by
the citizens of West Kentucky and the
surrounding area, especially by the
West Kentucky Horseman Association
and purebred livestock associations.
Calling the Can- Health Building,
which was one of the dreams
enumerated by the first president, the
center for student life, Curris noted that
it resounds hourly with the sounds of
students involved in classroom in-
struction, athletic endeavors, an ex-
panded intramural program, and free
recreation.
Officially rededicating the building
"with admiring respect and affection
for our first president," Curris asked
the two Can- grandchildren and Dr.
Chad Stewart, chairman of the
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education to unveil the
dedicatory portrait to hang there.
When they pulled the cover from the
color portrait painted by artist Jack
Hodgkin of Winchester, the spectators
burst into loud applause.
Responding for the family, Carr said
representative, and Frank Albert
Stubblefield, the board's newest
member.
Dr. Howard, who does not vote except
to break ties, said yesterday that if he
had voted it would be to continue the
school.
Howard said claims of public school
losses and that the school benefited the
wealthy probably "had some validity . -
But he said he felt "the school has a
value to us as a laboratory. I think it
has as much value as a chemistry or
biology laboratory.. certainly as much
as a football or a basketball team," he
added.
It was questioned by some board
members as to how the space would be
used if the school were closed, but Dr.
Curris replied that the use of the space
had been given no consideration
"-because the university administration
felt that the case of the school should be
decided on its own merits, not on the
need for additional space. He did note,
however, that the space could be put to
good use, and that in some areas the
need was "pressing."
In other action Monday, the board
established a baccalaureate minor in
creative writing. Curris noted that no
Kentucky institution offers a program
in creative writing at this time, and
pointed out that MSU has been active in
the field for several years through the
annual Jesse Stuart Creative Writing
Workshop. The board also selected
former Paducahan James C. Bowling,
of Darien, Conn., as the com-
mencement speaker for May 8. Bowling
is vice president, assistant chairman of
the board and corporate director of




The annual conference of the Ken-
tucky Moose Association will be hosted
by the Murray Moose Lodge March 25-
28. In conjunction with the tonference,
the Murray Women of the Moose will
host the Moose mid-year conference
and academy of friendship session.
Jesse C. Craig of Henderson, state
president, will preside over all of the
business sessions. Romuel loon,
Louisville, is the state association
secretary. Louis J. Ferraro, regional
director, will also be in attendance.
Sessions will be held at both the new
Moose Lodge on N. 16th St. and at the
old lodge on 18th St. The Holiday Inn
will be headquarters hotel for the
conference.
his grandfather "would be deeply
moved if he could be here today to see
how much has been accomplished." He
specifically mentioned progress in
buildings and enrollment. Then he
expressed appreciation for the obvious
affection with which Dr. Carr is
remembered.
(See Commemoration, Page 10)
Shahan Remains In
Critical Condition
Kevin Shahan, 16-year old son of Mr.
and Mrs. Paul Shahan, West Main St.,
remains in critical condition today at
Lourdes Hospital after being injured in
an accident Saturday night.
Shahan was the driver of a car in-
volved In a traffic accident on Highway
641 South Saturday.
REMEMBERING DR. CAM Mn. Cleo Gas Hester, left, Lexington, Miss
Ruth Holton, Tulsa, Okla., and Dr. L j. Hortin, Murray, were the principal
speakers Monday night a Murray State University observed its first Com-
memoration Day observance with a tribute to Dr. john W. Carr, the Univer-
sity's first president and Miss Holton's grandfather.
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No Way to Avoid
Uninvited Guests
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I had a New Year's
cocktail buffet party at home to which 60 people were
invited. We kept our guest list down because of limited
space and budget.
• The day of the party, six invited guests called to say that
they had housegueets and to ask if they could bring them
along! What could we say? So we had all these extra people
in whom we had no interest whatsoever. They took up the
space and ate and drank what could have gone to our own
friends.
It seems to me that when people are invited to • party
and they have houseguesta, they should decline the
Invitation and not ask the hostess to entertain their
houseguesta, too.
How does one handle such rudeness?
BEEN HAD
DEAR BEEN: Sorry, but when you're stuck, you're
stack. When invited goons ask to bring their hemests
sksag, there is no way to tali them they are not welcome.
1 can see where uninvited guests might present • real
prelim at a sit-down dinner, which I would not hesitate to
=at, but • cocktail buffet can usually be stretched to
some additional guests.
DEAR ABBif : Why does my boyfriend have to get drunk
before he says, "I love you"?
PUZZLED
DEAR PUZZLF.D: Because be needs the "courage"
Other to Be or tell the truth.
DEAR ABBY: Get a load of the following, published
April 3, 1919 in "The Alabamian," the weekly newspaper of
the 167th Infantry in the Army of Occupation of Germany
with the Rainbow Division:
EASY ON PANTS
Pants are made for men, not for women.
Women are made for men, not for pants.
When a man pants for a woman and a woman pants for a
man, that makes a pair of pants.
Pants are like molasses: They are thinner in hot weather
and thicker in cold weather.
There has been much discussion as to whether "pants" is
singular or plural. Seems to us that when men wear pants
they are plural, and when they don't, it is singular. If you
want to make pants last, make the coat first.
SLIM SUTHERLAND, HISTORIAN, RAINBOW
DIVISION VETERANS
DEAR SLIM: Thanks for • (toady day brightener!
This announcement is neither an offer to seit nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of three securities.
The offering is weds by the Prospectus.
Now you can earn up to
0/
0
with CREDITHRIFT investment Notes
(Available In denominations of 1100 or more)
Annual interest of 744% to 946% is payable quarterly
(or montNy on Notes of $5,000 or more) or, If the
purchaser pesters. interest is compounded oustlerly
and payable at maturity only. Meturities of two, eve, or ten
years are available.
Maturity Effective Annual Interest Rate














CREDITHRIFT investment Notes, Series A, we being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc., a hotting
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related Insurence, and casualty
insurance activibee. The not proceeds from the investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance. V any,
will be added to the genera/ tondo of CREDITHRIFT
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from.
representative of CFC Investment Inc. who is licensed in
this State. The representative(s) serving this wee is bled
below Or, II you prefer, phone toll-tree at 800-457-3741 (in
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Becomes The Bride Of
Ronald E. Shemwell
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Eugene Shemwell
Miss Terese Joan
Carraway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Pat Carraway, and
Ronald Eugene Shemwell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Labium
Shemwell, all of Murray, were
married on Saturday,
February the fourteenth, at
the First United Methodist
Church.
The double ring ceremony
was performed at seven p.m.
by Dr. James Fisher, Sr., and
Rev. Mickey Carpenter. Dan
McDaniel, organist, presented
a program of nuptial music
including "Love Is A Many
Splendored Thing," "The Way
We Were," "Laura's Theme,"
"We've Only Just Begun,"
and the traditional wedding
marches for the processional
and the recessional.
Decorating the church altar
were arrangements of red
carnations, white daisies, and
white gladioli accented with
white bows.
Attending the regiater was
Mrs. Anita Gallirnore. The
wedding was directed by Mrs.
Sue Outland.
Preceding the ceremony the
candles were lighted and the
bridal carpet was rolled by
Ben jie Norsworth and Jake
Allen who served as ushers
along with Mark Mays and
Craig Thurman.
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father and given
in marriage by her parents,
wore an Alfred Angelo
designed dress fashioned
formal style with a high lace
neck with a raised waist line.
Pearls and rhinestones
adorned the gown. The back
and quarter sleeves were
designed in a cape fastened
with seventeen buttons, and
the full length inset sleeves
were of nylon. Lace designs
were down the front of the
gown. Her headpiece was a
Juliet cape and a floor length
train of net, both adorned with
pearls.
She wore her grandmother's
mother ring, her mother's
heart shaped initial pin, and a
heart shaped pearl necklace,
gift of the groom. She carried
a heart shaped bouquet of
white carnations and red
sweetheart roses.
The brides sister, Mrs.
Janice NorswOrthy, was the
matron of honor. Other at-
tendants were Mgrs. Lyn
Shemwell, Miss Tammy
Norsworthy, Miss Debbie
Jones, Mrs. Vicki Grinun,
Miss Debra Kavanaugh, Mrs.
Nita galloway, Miss Lisa
Outland, and Miss Molena
Norsworthy. The flower girls
were Miss Amy Carraway and
Miss Terri Shemwell.
The attendants wore floor
length gowns of red knit
designed with cape sleeves.
They carried long stem
peppermint carnations
trimmed with red and white
ribbon. The matron of honor
and bridesmaids wore small
hats of red knit and netting.
The flower girls wore
arrangements of white daisies
in their hair, and carried
white baskets decorated with
red ribbon containing red rose
petals.
David Shemwell, brother of
the groom, served as best
man. Groomsmen included
Charles Thurman, Jake Allen,
Mike Finley, Benjie Nor-
sworthy, Craig Thurman,
Mike Willoughby, Raymond
Grimm, and Mark Mays. The
ring bearer was BrTclley
Gallimore.
The groom wore a white
tuxedo and a white shirt
trimmed in black with a white
rose boutonniere. The other
attendants wore white
tuxedoes and red shirts both
trimmed in black with red
carnation boutonnieres as did
the fathers who wore black
tuexedoes and white shirts
trimmed in black.
Mrs. Carraway, mother of
the bride, chose to wear a floor
length sky blue knit gown, and
Mrs. Shemwell, mother of the
groom, selected a gown of
light pink knit. They both wore
corsages of white roses.
Mrs. Clarence Allen,
grandmother of the groom,
wore a soft salmon colored




ceremony the wedding party
gathered in the foyer of the
church to greet the qtalilbff
before going to the social hall
for the reception for ap-
proximately three hundred
guests.
The table was overlaid with
a white floor length satin cloth
centered with a red and white
fur flower arrangement made
by Mrs. Laydeen Paschall.
Accent pieces were two silver
candelabra and a silver punch
bowl.
The three tiered wedding
cake was white accented with
red roses and greenery with
the center layer being
decorated with columns and a
small fountain.
Serving the guests were
Mrs. Betty Jones, Mrs.
Kenneth Adams, Miss Jane
Orr, and Miss Carrie Curd.
Mrs. Geri Andersen presided
at the gift table.
After the reception the
couple left for a cruise to the
Bahama Islands and are now
residing at their new home on
Hazel Route Two. The bride is
a senior at Murray State
University where the groom
received his degree and is now
assistant office manager at
Ryan Milk Company.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Lilburn
Shemwell, parents of the
groom, entertained the
wedding party and their
escorts with a rehearsal
dinner at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord.
The head table had red
candles with a red and white
carnation arrangements. The
side tables were accented with
Valentine decorations and
crystal candle holders and
candles.




The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its annual potluck lun-
cheon on Thursday, March IS,
at one p.m.
Dan McDaniel, director of
Choral Music at Calloway
County High School, will
present the program, ac-
cording to Mrs. 0. C. Wells,
program leader.
Hostesses will be Mrs. Fil
Boston, Mrs. Nix Crawford,
Mrs. Quinton Gibson, Mrs





Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Immanuel
Lutheran Church at seven
p.m.
Group IV, First Christian
Church CWF, will meet with
Mrs. Dan McKeel, 1500 Henry,
at 7:30 p.m. with program by
Barb Cantrell.
First Baptist Church Young
Women will meet at seven
p.m. at the church to go by van
to the borne of Mrs. Ron
Wright.
Calloway County High
School FHA Chapter will have
as Mother-Daughter Banquet
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6:30 o.m.
Murray High School FHA
Chapter will have its Mother-
Daughter Banquet at the
Waterfieid Student Union
Building, MSU, at 5:30 p.m.
MSU Symphonic Band and
Wind Sinfonietta, directed by
Paul Shahan, will present a
concert at Lovett Auditorium
at 8:15 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Wednesday, March 17
Women of Oaks Club will
play bridge at 9:30 a.m. with
Beauton Brandon as hostess.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at 1:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. Wes Fulton.
6, Murray Open . Duplicate
'Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Student movies, "Summer
of '42" will be at six p.m. and
"Ryan's Daughter " at eight
p.m. at University School
auditorium. Admission fifty
cents for one or both movies.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Thursday, March 18
Household shower for Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Cochran and
son, Ronnie, and Fred
Anderson, who lost their home
and contents by fire, will be
held at the Beech Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church at seven p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the Hazel Community
Center at seven p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star is
scheduled to meet at 7:30p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the Ellis Community Center at
7:30 p.m.







aniNilllin PSIS I. Ihmanded
Thursday, March 18
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
potluck luncheon at one p.m.
at the club house.
Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge will hold executive
session at seven p.m. and
business session at eight p.m.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with a
potluck luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
and table games at one p.m.
Consumer Awareness
Workshop will be at Water-
field Student Union Ballroom
from eight a.m. to five p.m.
This is free and open to the
public.
Concert by the Trombone
Choir, directed by Prof.
Raymond Conklin, will be at
8:15 p.m. in the Recital Hall of
Fine Arts Annex, MSU.
Philosophy Colloquium will
be held in Room 500 of Faculty




will meet at City Hall at seven
p.m.
Friday, March LI
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.






Covington, will open at the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,
and continued through March
31.
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Saturday, March 20
Chapter M of PEO will have
its meeting in Mayfield with
Mrs. Edward Nunnelee and
Mrs. James Berhow as
hostesses.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from noon to four p.m.
Lynn Grove-Goshen United
Methodist Church Women will
have its annual observance of
Call to Prayer and Self Denial
at Lynn Grove Church at two
p.m.
Open house for prospective
nursing students and their
parents will begin at nine a.m.
in Mason Hall, MSU.
Advertisement
To Marry In May
Miss kathy Lea Crowell
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L Crowell of Murray Route Five an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
youngest daughter, Kathy Lea, to Bruce Wesley Miller, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Miller, 1625 Loch Lomond Drive, Murray.
Grandparents of the bride-elect are Mr. and Mrs. Martin
Crowell of Hazel Route Two and Kelly Smith of New Concord.
The groom-elect's grandmother is Mrs. Ester Coffman of
Glasgow.
The bride-elect is a senior at Murray State University and
will receive a B.S. degree in Social Work in December.
The groom-elect attended Murray State and is presently em-
ployed with Moore's I.G.A. in Guthrie.
The May wedding will take place in the New Concord bums.
of the bride-elect's uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hen-
don.
Another First For Murray...
- Irli Wit l:'•ii 1 /1
till \ I\I\
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S OWN professionally-trained models, charmingly chic in
Brownfield's fresh Spring apparel, entertained a standing-room-only audience fors
very pleasant hour Sunday afternoon as they daintily trod the red-carpeted runways at
Aftcraft Studios on 12th Street The spadous main room of the studios was charmingly
decorated in a seasonal motif by Virginia Shropshire and Geneva Brownfield did the
commentary. {ernes Rice, owner of Artcraft expressed great satisfaction with the
overall success of the presentation, and pointed out that registrations are now open
for girls and ladies of all ages who would like to receive training in poise, charm and
modeling A rtcratt's phone is 733-003S. In a group above, following the show, are, left
to right standing, Susan York, Sherry Haley, Sherry Morris, Sheik SarBe, Kay Easley, Nan-
cy Reeves, Iennifer Darnell, Tina Todd, Terri Erwin, Teri Rice, Sandra Stom and Terry
Morris. Seated, left tO right, are Ann Sarile, Evelyn Jones, Patty Robinson, Brenda
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New books at the Calloway




This book is based on the
author's experiences as one of
the founders and ultimately
the Director of Encounter,
Inc.— a non-residential
therapeutic community in
New York City for young
people in trouble.
JAPAN TODAY, by William
Forbis. Harper and Row.
Part one of JAPAN TODAY
concentrates on the people of
Japan—their psychology and
social structure and their
homes and family life. Part
Two explores the coun-





RELICS, by Marvin Davis.
Galahad Books.
Fully illustrated in color and
black and white photographs,






104 N. 131k St.
am
March 1976
to-date information on star-
ting and maintaining a good




WHITE, by Margaret Bourke-
White. Bonanza Books.
some of the author's out-
standing works as she rose to
pre-eminence in the decade
1925 to 1935.
THE RAPHAEL BIBLE, by
Riuner Godden. Macmillan.
Inset in the ceiling vaults of
the Loggia that leads to the
Sistine Chapel are the fifty-
two scenes that are known as
the Raphael Bible. The story
Is told here by excerpts from




CAKES, COOKIES, PIES. . .
by Rose Naftalin. Random
House.
Included in this cook book
are over 200 dessert recipes
from the founder of the
famous Rose's Restaurant
located in the Pacific Nor-
thwest.
AGAINST OUR WILL, by
Susan Brownmiller. Simon
and Schuster.
In this exploration of rape,
Ms. Brownmiller bases much
of her writing on historical
and factual evidence and
explores the legal rights and
conflicting emotions involved
in both the raped arid the
rapist.












Visit Us Today and Plan
Your Spring Wedding






FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17, 271
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Air. 20)
Set sights calculatingly on
your target — and aim straight!
The time is ripe for getting the
things you want
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Muster your best efforts for
the "trying" moments — even
though they may be few — and
you can breeze through most of
the day.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 11.111P-
Your emotions could get out
of hand. So could any number of
things become bothersome, IF
you permit. Stress tolerance
and understanding.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 13) e(c)
Summarise past gains and
future ,potentials, and it will
help you to plan the right moves
to take early next week. Don't
think in terms of the
unreasonable, however.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)444Z
Splendid influences indicate
expansive development,
business advancement and fine
opportunities for the future.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) NPii.
A first-rate period for in-
ventiveness and bringing out
dormant talents. Put your
strength behind unusual
projects, but only if they are
truly worthwhile.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
A time for evaluation, to find
missing links, details hidden to
the casual eye, to change a
course which is leading to a
dead end.
SCORPIO
( Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Good Mars influences favor
innovations and clever strate-
gies. A fine period in which to
put over unusual idea.
SAGITTARIUS




Someone may try to place a
burdensome imposition on you.
Reject what you consider un-
fair, but graciously offer
alternatives for handling.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 211)
Mild influences indicate a so-
so day unless you do something
about it. But, in your search for
more stimulating activities,
don't go off on wild tangents.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Stumbling blocks to progress
will be indecisiveness and
missed opportunity. Key
yourself to deliberate smartly
and quickly so that you may
reach proper conclusions.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) .)((
Interpret carefully where you
sense hidden meanings. All of
It takes money to run a chicken
... and a tractor, a brooder house, a farm. We know ... be-
cause we've been making farm loans for years. New ma-
chinery, breeding stock, new buildings, additional land, all
cost money. We can arrange to lend you money. . . but, the
Important thing is the way you can pay it back, over the num-
ber of years to suit your cash flow. Take a new view of your
farm—what it needs, what would make it more profitable.
Then see us for a new viewpoint on farm loans.
Oar/PE OP LE SolBANK
MURRAY HY.
wn
WS OA OE * FDIC
•
them are NOT deceptive; some
may simply need clarification.
YOU BORN TODAY are
extremely versatile and have a
highly creative bent; are
idealistic, imaginative and
romantically ardent. You have
a keenly discerning mind, a
remarkable memory and strong
intuitive powers. You often
have doubts about your
abilities, however, which keeps
you from using your initative as
you should. Put aside such fears
and go on to the fine
achievement which CAN be
yours. And DO try to curb your
hypersensitivity. Birthdate of:
Nat King Cole, pianist, com-





The WMU of Salem Baptist
Church held its book study on
February 23 at the church. A
salad supper followed the
study.
"Tomorrow Starts Today"
was the book taught by Mrs.
Estelle Blankenship, Mrs.
Beverly Overcast, Mrs.
Molena Armstrong, and Mrs.
Eleanor Miller.
Others present were Mrs.
Elizabeth Matthews, Mrs.
Lottie Sheridian, Mrs. Hilda
Winchester, Mrs. Winnie
Crouch, Mrs. Reba Fain, Mrs.
Oretha Williams, Mrs. Anna
Bell Stone, Mrs. Annice
Walker, and Miss Amy
Paschall
When you remove film to be
developed, attach your printed
name and address label directly
to the cartridge. Then if you
should forget to put your name
and address on the outside of
the mailer, your developed film




To Be Wed In June
Miss Donna Lee Jones
and Larry Glenn Stinson
Dr. and Mrs. Donald E. Jones, 1606 Keenland Dr., Murray,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Donna Lee, to Larry Glenn Stinson of Fulton Mr
Stinson is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stinson of Hopkin-
sville.
Presently, Miss Jones is teaching first grade with the Paris
Special School District and Mr. Stinson is Music Director of the
Fulton City Schools. Both are graduates of Murray State
University.
The wedding will be at 6:30 p.m. on Saturday, June 5, at the














Versatile Ethan Allen sleep sofas




Vocational FBLA Club held its
monthly meeting Tuesday,
March 9, at 3:15 p.m.
The meeting was called to
order by the president and the
officers reports were given.
Various committee reports





Competition and a discussion
about the envelope project.
Sandra Stark, who was in
charge of the program,
presented "Cynthia Allen", a
story about how a little girl
born with birth defects felt.
BUCY GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. John ramie
Bury of New Concord are the
parents of a baby girl;
Vanessa Dawn, weighing s4
pounds twelve ounces, born oil,
Saturday, March 6, at 9:41
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at
the Murray Division of the
Tappan Company. They have
one other daughter, Pamela,
age three.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Lavell Bury and the late Otis
Racy of New Concord and
Mrs. Hallie Owens of
Mayfield.
The first American woman















RESTOCRAT RECLINERS Now Specially Priced!
SAVINGS OF 20% TO 30% on Selected Floor Samples.
-Tfoarn cushioniatt.cnd --a balance-_
. lvechanintra riaite cot recloers
some of the most comfortable choirs
in the world. And now they have
something to make you feel even
more comfortable. A special low
Come see how well an Ethan
Allen sleep sofa can give you
inviting decorator-styled
seating by day and luxury
sleeping for two at night.
An ideal solution for a studio
apartment. vacation home.
family room anywhere
space is at a premium and
comfort and styles a must.
Either of these classic fav-
orites can be yours in a
choice of plaid of 100 per cent
polyester or solid of 100 per
cent olefin. All specially low
priced.
beautiful solid textures,
plaids or rugged vinyls.
So they're as easy to
look at os they ore to
Sit in. Come sit in one
soon at Our Ethan Allen
Gallery. Remember you
don't have to pay on
arm ond a leg to keep
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The local citizenry should be
very proud of the quick action
take) by local law enforcement
authorities last week in ap-
prehending three suspects in a
local jewelry store robbery.
I PRs than 45 minutes after
the robbery occurred, the
suspects were in custody. Par-
ticipating in the chase were
city, county and state law en-
Guest Editorial
forcement officers who also
received aid from local CBers
in tracking the getaway car.
This sort of cooperation
among agencies and private
citizens is heartwarming. We
salute the local law en-
forcement officers and the
citizens who aided in the cap-
ture of these suspects.
It's Time To
Reform Welfare
; Nothing could illustrate more
• graphically the need for reform
of the whole federal welfare
system than the reductions
which the State Department of
Human Resources was forced
to make in payments to
recipients.
. At a time when inflation is
still eating away at the dollar, it
Is cruel to impose monthly
reductions ranging from $1 to
$9 per case, or an average of $8
per family, on those entitled to
aid for dependent children.
Jim Parham, the com-
missioner of the department, is
right when he calls the latest
drops in welfare payments "a
symptom of an obsolete welfare
system that simply does not
deal fairly with the recipients,
the taxpayers, or the
legislature."
The trouble is that everybody
talks about the need for welfare
reform but nobody does
anything about it. To his great
credit, former President Nixon
advanced a program that could
have served as the basis for
true welfare reform. But it met
a chilly reception in Congress
and Mr. Nixon, possibly
because of preoccupation with
other matters, failed to push it.
Now, with an imaginative
young Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare in the
person of Dr.David Mathews of
Alabama the administration
has a new opportunity to share
a plan for welfare reform. Elec-
tion-year politics should not be
used as an excuse for further






By S. C. Van Curon
FRANKFORT — Kentucky's
education advancement and economic
development ought to be bright spots in
the next two years under Gov. Julian M.
Carroll's budget and program package
passed by the legislature.
The budget is the most important
since this is where the money comes
from to fund his programs. Primary
and secondary education got the lion's
share of attention, but capital con-
struction, the new judicial system, and
pay increases for the skilled employes
also share in the $5.7 billion budget.
An additional $2,000 for teachers,
allotted on classroom units, will be
added to their salaries over the next
two years. This does not mean the in-
dividual teacher will receive a $2,000
pay increase, for there are more
teachers than there are classroom units
Under the Minimum Foundation
program.
• Under capital construction in the
budget, instead of designating certain
structures, the governor has put a total
of $326 million in capital construction,
but the final decision will be made on
this by the Department of Revenue,
Property and Buildings Commission,
the Highway Department ( for roads)
Ind the Council on Public Higher
ducation where construction on
rollege and university campuses is
Authorized.
1 Carroll was asked if he thought this
Might draw him some criticism as Gary.
Pord's open authority in his last budget
did for him. Ford had the authority to
spend any surplus during this time or to
cutback.
Carroll's answer was, "You'll notice I
don't have the sole authority. Capital
construction funds have to be approved
by the agencies involved."
Next to the budget, his five-point coal
severance-tax package is the most
Important for it has "a little bonus in it"
for every area of the state, from the
coal-producing counties to the Area
Development Districts in the state. It
includes roads, sewer and water
systems and other needed facilities,
and local boards will decide, with the
counseling of the Finance Department
and its approval of how the money is to
be spent.
The governor also considers his
consumer protection package a very
important part of his program. The
word "unfair" trade practices is in-
serted in all consumer legislation and
one of the chief bills of the package is an
anti-trust law to conform with federal
regulations.
The hearing aid bill in the consumer
package is a bill that he likes because it
protects these people, "particularly the
aged."
He views his new car "lemon bill" as
an important part of his consumer.
package. To be classified as a "lemon"
the owner must take his car to the
dealer three times for the same defect.
If it isn't corrected the third time, then
an adjustment must be made. "This
protects the dealer," the governor
said, "and at the same time lets the
owner know where he stands." The
dealer won't be harrassed continually.
Malpractice insurance for doctors
and hospitals are key bills for
protection of the professional people
and patients alike
Revamping of the criminal justice
law strengthens the laws and protects
those who have been abused.
The open records bill is another
important piece of legislation that
guarantees the citizens the right to view
public records, with a few exceptions
that are now protected under the laws,
such as adoption records and welfare
rolls.
The Wild Rivers bill, passed a few
sessions ago, has been modified to
protect the areas as much as possible
without being an impossible financial
burden to the state.
The governor views this legislative
session as one for progress for the state.
One thing almost absent from this
session is private interest legislation,
and the governor said he has had few if
not problems with it this session.
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A Glance Behind the Scenes
Of More Than Just a Movie
By M.C. Garrott
Every now and then a truly moving
motion picture will come to town.
Thursday, such a picture will open a
six-day run at the Capri Theatre.
It is 'The Hiding Place," the true
story of the members of a devout Dutch
Christian family and their underground
activities in helping countless Jews to
escape the invading Germans in the
early years of World War II.
The $1.7 million movie, produced by
World Wide Pictures as a Billy Graben
evangelistic film, is based on the baste
selling book of the same name by the
only member of the family to
miraculously escape death in the Nazis'
concentration camp after the family's
betrayal, capture and imprisonment.
She's Corrie ten Boom, now 82 years
of age. She provided much of the
technical guidance for the picture,
which was filmed in Holland, England
and in the producers' California
studios.
+++
The beauty of 'The Hiding Place" is
Today In
History
by The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, March 16, the 76th
day of 1976. There are 290 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1802, Congress
authorized the establishment of the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point,
N.Y.
On this date —
In 1521, the Portuguese navigator
Ferdinand Magellan reached the
Philippines.
In 1534, England severed all relations
with the Roman Catholic Papacy. •
In 1676, Indians destroyed the Rhode
Island settlements of Warwich and
Providence.
In 1830, it was a slow day on Wall
Street +with only 31 shares of stock
traded"on the New York Stock ex-
change.
In 1962, New York Governor Nelson
Rockefeller's wife divorced him after
31 years of marriage.
In 1974, President Richard Nixon said
in Chicago he would not resign because
he refused to be party to the destruction
of the Presidency of the United States.
Ten years ago: The Gemini 8
astronauts were rescued after an
emergency landing in the Pacific,
having made the first link with another
satellite in orbit.
Five years ago: Congress approved
and sent to President Nixon a bill
4-aising Social Security benefits 10 per
cent for 26 million Americans.
One year, ago: The government in
Portugal resigned to prepare the way
for the appointment of a new Cabinet
that would reflect that country's sharp
turn to the left since an abortive coup
the previous week,.
Today's birthdays: Mrs. Richard
Nixon is 64. Senate Majority Leader
Mike Mansfield of Montana is 73.
Comedian Jerry Lewis is 50.
Thought for today: Victory belongs to
the most persevering -- Napoleon
Bonaparte, 1769-1821.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the Continental
Congress in Philadelphia ordered that
May 17, 1776, be observed as a day of




This is the only country in the world
where It takes more brains to make out
the income tax form than it takes to
make the income.
A little old woman was sight-seeing in
Washington and one day was searching
for the State Department. She found the
street the agency was on but still
couldn't locate the building. She
stopped a passing soldier and asked,
"Young man, which side is the State
Department on?" "Gee, lady," the
soldier said hesitantly. "Ours, I think !"
Lady In a mink cast in a bar hi
Washington: "You spend more on your
damn income tax than you do on me."
The census taker asked the housewife
how old she was. "Well, let's see,"
answered the woman. "I was 18 when I
got married, and my husband was 30.
He is now 80, or twice as old as he was
then, so I must be 38."
Isn't it sneaky the way the govern-
ment calls it a tax return? Just like
your money was going to make a
rotuidtrip?
that it teachers Biblical truth in the
midst of and through some of the most
horrendous events in the history of
mankind.
There is the betrayal as the Nazi
officials of the town of Haarlem are
informed that the ten Boom family is
hiding Jews. There is the arrest as the
Gestapo invades the house, seizes the
ten Boom sisters, Corrie and Bette,
and their filther and hauls them off to
prison. There is the mock trial as a Nazi
commandant grills Corrie about her
false ration cards and underground
activities.
There is the separation of the family,
the beating, the humiliation, and then
the journey to the Place of the Skull—in
this case a steam locomotive hauls
several car-loads of women prisoners,
like so many cattle, across the border of
Holland into Germany and to the death
camp.
Ravensbruck Itself ID humanity's
crucifixion, for there Betsie dies along
with 96,000 other women victims—the
majority of them Jewish. The black
smoke belching from a huge chimney
tells its story of one man's answer to
-the Jewish question."
Corrie, however, is miraculously set
free to enter upon a new life and
ministry in the name of Jesus Christ.
++++
Few in the concentration camp un-
derstood the sisters' great faith in Jesus
Christ. As conditions worsened, the
other prisoners turned to them in
desperation for explanations and Corrie
and Betsie were able to share their
trust in Mil Miracle after miracle
follow, climaxing when Carrie is
unexpectedly processed for discharge
when she thought she was being sent to
the crematorium. It's a moving ex-
perience.
+++
In "The Hiding Place," there are 89
speaking roles, and the stars are
backed by what the producer refers to
as his "stock company"-60 "skinny"
women carefully chosen and ranging in
age from teen-agers to one lady who
was 76 years old.
These dedicated women cut their
hair, dirtied their hands and faces, rose
at 4 in the morning and worked until 8 in
the evening on road building, piling
scrap metal and digging in potato
fields. They also fought convincingly
for space in the bunks built for five but
holding twice as many.
+++
Al] the concentration camp scenes
were made on a 200-acre World War
Royal Women's Corps facility in
England—the cells, the long shower
room, the hospital, the yard to which
prisoners were summoned as early as 3
o'clock for morning roll call, and the
quarry from which the women, often
driven by ship-wielding guards, dug
rocks.
The biggest crowd scene was filmed
here—a morning roll call in the con-
centration camp showing 2,000 women,
the clothes for whom were provided by
attic searches by church-women all
across America when they learned of
the need.
+++
In 1940, when the rages of war and
hate swept across Europe, the ten
Boom family would not stop loving.
"The Hiding Place" is their story—one
of unwavering faith in Jesus Christ.
Betsie says to her friends in
Ravensbruck, "No pit is so deep but He
is deeper still." That is what "The
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REP. S. L. NEAL (N.G.) ". . . I have
today introduced legislation to provide
that an individual's entitlement to
benefits under title II of the Social
Security Act shall continue through the
month of his or her death or of the in-
sured individual's death in the case of a
dependent, instead of terminating with
the preceding month, unless the
resulting delay in survivor eligibility
would reduce total family benefits...
"The present law contains inequities
which would be corrected by enactment
of my bill (H.R.11931). For example,
present law provides that if a husband
receiving social security benefits
should die on or after April 1, the widow
would be required to return the entire
check for the month of April.
"Other of my colleagues have
propozed that the benefits for the month
in which death occurs should be
prorated. My bill would permit the
survivor to retain the check for the
entire month.
"There are several reasons for this
act of seeming generosity. . .First, the
10 Years Ago
Winners of the awards presented at
the meeting of the Murray Jaycees
were Joe Allbritten, Key Man award,
Norris Rowland, the Maurice Crass
award, and Lt. Stanley Young,
Distinguished Service award.
Miss Kay Sykes and Joe Shroat have
been elected as Miss and Mr. Murray
College High School by the student
body.
Mrs. J. D. Grant, age 78, died
yesterday.
Kim Pennington, senior at Calloway
County High School, has received a $300
scholarship from the Phi Mu Alpha
honorary music fraternity at Murray
State University.
Inducted in the draft call for Mardi
from Calloway County were Charles
Holland, Paul Butterworth, Jr., Jimmy
Ragsdale, Robert Prescott, Darrell
Sheridian, Philip Turner, and Jimmy
Dan Jones.
Births reported include a girl,
Michelle, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Neale.
20 Years Ago
Speakers at the Bible Institute at the
Ledbetter Baptist Church will be
Brothers D. W. Billington, Otis Jones,
Rudolph Noel, J. R. Puckett, W. S.
Ellis, L W. Carlin, Raymond Baker,
and T. L Campbell. Bro. Arlet E. Jones
is church pastor.
Deaths reported include Layman L
Btu-keen, age 65, Miss Ruby Hart, and
Walter Moore, age 62.
An exhibit of 550 new and recent
junior library books will be shown at
the Murray State Library Science
Department beginning March 17, ac-
cording to Miss Retina Senter, Library
Science head.
Births reported include a girl, Susan
Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Adams on
March 3.
tr. T. C. Venable spoke on "Mental
Health Of Your Child" at the meeting of
the Sigma Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
lit
period immediately following the death
of a loved one is a time of deep grief and
mourning, when survivors frequently
are not competent to transact rumness
or accept added responsibility.
Second, the survivors usually are
burdened also with extraordinary
expenses such as the funeral costs and
hospital bills of the decedent.
Third, the closest survivor most often
is elderly or infirm, frequently is in
financial straits, and must rely on
social security benefits for survival.
Therefore, to require return of the final
social security check often deprives the
survivor of his or her only cash on hand. °.
"We rectify this hardship when we
permit the survivor to retain the
benefits received at the beginning of the
month of death. We can do that simply
by declaring that the insured individual
shall be deemed to have died the month
following the actual month of death...
"This legislation is sorely needed by
elderly Americans and others who find,
alas, that the cost of living is made




Passing H.R. 11931 would put an
added burden on the Social Security
fund. However, having to return a
social security payment after the check
was cashed, is a clumsy regulation that
needs reviewing.
Bible Thought
So we, being many, are one bodyIn Christ, and every one membersone of another. Romans 12:5.
The unity of the church dependson the participation of individual
members.
Isn't It The Truth
In 1976, you can nearly always tell a
well-fed Republican or a hungry
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Let's Stay Well
Natural Childbirth Can Be Dangerous
By frJ.L illasingame. M.D.
Our modern mechanized.
organised society has understan-
dably created counterreactions
in many of our citizens,
especially among our younger
population. They have the urge
to return to more natiraLlera
complicated hying This has in-
cluded consideration of natural
childbirth, even at home under
the watchful eye of husband and
friends. The person in charge of
the delivery may have the best
of intentions but meager ex-
perience
Fortunately, moat deliveries
are normal and oid happily for
the mother and the infant. But
occasionally and obstetrical
emergency can turn childbirth
ato a tragedy for the rnother,
the baby. or both.
Appropriate treatment may
require special equipment. sup
plies, skill. and judgment. A few
minutes may mean the
difference between life and
death Several potential corn-
plications come to mind.
*liven the menthranot rupture.
a part of the umbilical cord may
be washed out of the uterus by
the fluid surrounding the baby
and prolapse the cord into the
vagina. As the baby moves
downward in the birth canal, the
cord may be °impressed so that
circulation is impaired. The in-
fant no longer can get the benefit
of the mIther's circulation sup-
plying adequate oxygen from the
afterbirth (placenta) which is at-
tached to the inside of the uterus.
The baby attempts to breathe,
but no air is available, and the
baby may asphyxiate if a skilled
person cannot reinsert the cord,
prevent compression of it. or ac-
complish the delivery of the
baby in a few minutes Time is
too short to try to tewsport the
mother to a hospital, even if one
were across the street.
Another dreaded complication
a sudden. severe hemorrhage by
the mother. A large quantity of
blood may pour out of the uterus
in a maniere from failure of the
uterus to contract down for-
cefully or from a laceration into
a large blood vessel. Medication.
appropriate manipulation of the
uterus, vaginal packing, and
blood replacement may all be
needed within a short interim of
time. again moving the hemor-
rhaging patient is usually not
feasible nor desirable.
A third complication can be
the failure of the newborn to
breathe promptly and normally
Facets mucus or other material
may have to be removed from
the infant's mouth and throat to
relieve any obstruction to
breathing. Resuscitation
measures may be required
These and other complications
may strike with little or no
forewarning The natural way
usually works ate satisfactorily
However, those who choose it
should be preparui to face Ow
occasional results which may be
unsatisfactory -- even tragic
Q'. Mr L.P says that his
brother-in-law has enlargement
of his breasts and also has
cancer of the prate. He won-
ders if the two conditions are rel-
ated
A. Cancer of the prostate has
no effects on the breasts. Your
brother-in-law may be taking a
female hormone on the advice of
his physician to helpt to control
his prostatic cancer. If so, the
female hormone can be causing
his breast time to grow.
Q: Mrs. B.Q. asks why certain
leg fracture cases can wear a
can and walk in it while other
cages cannot.
A: If the weight-bearng bone
(tibia, the larger leg bone on the
medial or inner side of the leg) is
not fractured and is able to toler -
ate weiglit. the leg and ankle are
supported and held secure bythe MIL A walking appliance it
built into the cast to allow exer-
cise and walking The outer sad
smaller hone (abuts), does not
bear weight. and fractures of
this bone can usually be treated
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rl a walking ap-
Gov. Julian Carroll exchanges remarks with five of his predecessors at the recent
ceremony marking publication of 'The Public Papers of Louie B. Nunn," at the Old
Capitol Annex in Frankfort. The volume is the first result of an on-going project which
will eventually publish all the public papers of Kentucky's governors. Left to right are
Gov. Carroll, Sen. Wendell Ford, Nunn, Bert Combs, Lawrence Wetherby and A. B.
Chandler.
You Are Invited to Attend A...
Spring Revival
Preaching by. . .
Robert
Shank
March 2 1 -24
Sunday Morning 10:00 a. m.





Ford Camp Confident Of Victory
Today Over Challenge Of Reagan
CHICAGO (API—
President Ford's camp was




Jimmy Carter sought in a
four-way race to strengthen
his bid for the Democratic
nomination.
As the candidates wound up
campaigning Monday for the
Midwest's first primary,
Carter, the former Georgia
governor, and Sargent Shrivel'
both criticized Secretary of
State Henry Kissinger. And
Alabama Gov. George C.
Wallace insisted his partial
paralysis would not impair his
ability to be president.
In a state in which the
Democratic vote is dominated
by Mayor Richard J. Daley's
Chicago machine, Carter was
trying to finish off Wallace's
presidential bid, while the
Alabama governor fought to
repair damage from Carter's'
victory in the Florida primary
last week. Shriver, out of
funds after beatings in New
England, hoped the mayor's
ward workers would rescue
his candidacy.
Reagan, meanwhile,
predicted some time ago he
would lose lllinois to Ford, and
both Republicans finished
their work in the state
Saturday. Also gone was
former Oklahoma Sen. Fred
Harris, the only other
Democrat on the ballot, who
spent little time in Illinois.
On election eve, Ford made
telephone calls from
Washington to fire up his
Illinois troops and Wallace
criss-crossed the state by
airplane, stopping in Danville,
Mount Vernon, Alton and
Springfield.
Election officials forecast
that fewer than half of the 5.76
million registered voters
would turn out for presidential
voting.
Former Illinois Gov.
Richard B. Ogilvie, Ford's
state chairman, predicted a
comfortable victory and said
if Reagan polls only 45 per
cent "he should think about
getting out."
' Sen. Charles H. Percy, the
President's honorary Illinois
campaign manager, predicted
easy victory over Reagan.
Percy forecast a 55 per cent
triumph and said at a news
conference, "Anything over 55
per cent will be an absolutely
striking victory for President
Ford."
However, Reagan has said
he would consider himself
successful with anything over
40 per cent of the vote.
Voting in the presidential
primary — from 7 a.m. EST to
7 p.m. — was overshadowed
by a Democratic guber-
natorial primary in which
incumbent Daniel Walker was
challenged by Daley-backed
Secretary of State Michael J.
Howlett.
There were two phases to
the presidential voting. The
S-o called preference primary,
or "beauty contest," gauges
the popularity of the can-
didates but nets them no
delegates to the national
conventions.
ine uemocrats, in addition,
will elect 155 delegates from
the 24 congressional districts
and choose 14 more later in
their state convention. The
Republicans will pick 96 and
select five more later.
Dr. Peterson Will
Speak At Luncheon
The fourth UCM luncheon in
the current series focusing on
academic excellence will take
place this Wednesday.
Dr. Clell Peterson,
professor of English at MSU
will discuss "Academic




the Future of MSU," "Visible
and " Invisible Signs of
Academic gkcellence" and
"Academic Excellence and
the Value of International
Education."
A member of the MSU
faculty since 1956, Dr.
Peterson earned his BA, MA
and PHD at the University of
Minnesota and teachers in the
English department.
The luncheons are held at
202 N. 15th every Wednesday
from 12:30 to 1:20. The meal is
open to anyone who wishes to
come and the cost is $1.25.
All the presidential can-
didates are seeking a share of
the delegates, and two
Democrats who are not in the










It happens and it happens often. But, now a
physician has developed some new techniques that
have proven successful in aiding • choking victim. It
Involves a very simple procedure.
Both hands are used. From behind you grasp your
fist with your other hand and press it with quick
upward thrust against the victim's abdomen just above
the Naval and below the rib cage. Or, kneeling in front,
vrfth one hand on top of the other, press the heel of the
bottom hand against the abdomen and thrust upward.
Repeat several times if necessary.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week




Darold Kelm, IL Pk.
Stem, Comptes, R.Plt.
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DONATION PRESENTED— Glom Nicks (loft) presents a chodi for $300 to James Waskir,





NEW YORK (API — The
North Carolina-Charlotte
basketball team did a very
good imitation of the Oregon
Ducks — so good in fact that
You couldn't tell the facsimile
from the real thing.
The 49ers flew after loose
balls, jumped over press
tables and wracked up
chee,rleaders under the
baskets, just like the Ducks
Usually do.
And they won, just like the
Ducks usually do.
"We slacked off," said
teeon's Ronnie Lee after the72 loss to the unheralded
f9ers in the quarter-finals of
:tie 39th National Invitation
Tournament Monday night.
-We didn't go for loose balls
like we usually do. We might
have taken them too lightly."
. A team with a no-name
Lineup and an anonymous
basketball tradition, the 49ers




The Wolipack advanced by
beating Holy Cross 78-68 in
Monday night's other quarter-
final match at Madison
Square Garden. Kansas State
will play Kentucky and
Louisville will meet
Providence tonight to decide
the other seinifinalis; s.
The 49ers fashioned their
surprising victory behind
Cedric Maxwell's 30 points
and 14 rebounds and a
flamboyant style that ap-
peared to mimic the Ducks.
• "Oregon is the most
physical team we've played,"
said North Carolina-Charlotte
Coach Lee Rose. "We tried to
get the ball inside and get
them in foul trouble — and it
worked."
Oregon, an intimidating
team that uses brawn and
quickness to push people
around, jammed the ball down
the 49ers' throats and led
quickly by 12-2 before the
team from North Carolina
went to a new game plan.
When we were down, we
changed our defense and went
to a man-to-man," said Rose.
The all-North Carolina
semifinal game should be just
as intense, according to
Maxwell.
-We think we're a better
cam," said Maxwell, whose
49ers lost a three-point
decision to the Wolf pack
earlier in the season. "We're
definitely as good as we've
shown in this tournament.
Actually, I think we haven't
played as well as we could,
believe it or not."
While the 49ers were fitting
on ;heir glass slippers, North
Carolina State was shattering
Holy Cross. The Wolfpack
bolted to a 22-point lead early
in the second half behind Al
Green and Kenny Carr and
sealed off a late rally by the
Crusaders. Green wound up
with a game-high 23 points
while Carr had 21.
"North Carolina State
intimidated us on the boards
and made us take shots from
:he oWside," said Holy Cross
Coach George Blaney. "We
were never able to penetrate
— and it cost us."
NFL Owners Expected To Say
.No To Memphis Franchise Bid
• By JACK STEVENSON,
',..;•AP Sports Writer
''.SAN DIEGO (AP) —
National Football League
:bfficials are expected to solve
Orie of their problems by
.71,rning down the Memphis bid
•lor a franchise in 1976, but still
-,have a host of other con-
iltoversies in front of them
:Itiday including the "Rozelle
•
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Commissioner Pete Rozelle
said that he expects legal
obstacles against the
controversial compensation
rule named for him might be
eliminated if the owners and
players get together on a new
overall contract.
There hasn't been a player-
owner pact in two years.
Although a judge in
Minneapolis ruled the
compensation issue was not
negotiable, Rozelle said,
"That's one of the things that
could be taken up in collective
bargaining. And it might be
the key to what happens after
that.
"Some of the players have
indicated they feel there is a
need for a structure ... that
they want modification. When
owners and players start this
collective bargaining right
after these meetings, it
depends on how it goes."
Rozelle said he thought it
would be possible the courts
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and maybe Congress will
implement a collective
bargaining agreement.
On the opening day of NFL
meetings, the actions were




owned the Memphis Grizzlies
of the now-defunce World
Football League, said he
planned to petition the NFL to
be admitted as its 29th
member.
Bassett ran into opposition
and needs 21 affirmative votes
on his petition. He is the man
who signed Larry Csonka,
Paul Warfield and Jim Kiick
away from the Miami
Dolphins and they are still
under the corporation that
staged World Football League
competition in Memphis.
Rozelle, who said Memphis
was one of the cities top-most
in the list for expansion,
alluded to negative aspects of
:he current application.
-Expansion is a form of
dilution," he said. "When
things are relatively solid,
clubs don't look at negatives."
This time, however, the
negatives include the con-
tinuing problems of legal
actions that have gone against
the league and the failure to
gain a new master contract
with the players' association.
Seattle and Tampa Bay
have not yet been stocked
from :he expansion draft of
current players, nor has the
collegiate draft been held.
Rozelle said both are
expected within the next three
weeks.
He also reported that
television viewing of Sunday
doubleheaders and Monday
games was up six per cent and
other football television up
three per cent in 1975 over
1974.
The NFL reported paid
attendance for 182 regular
season games in 1975 was
10,213,193, a decline of 23,192
OT two-tenths per cent from
the 1974 total of 10,236,322.
Baseball Owners Reluctantly




(AP) — Major league owners
have relucantly accepted the
"one-and-one" option concept
for the next several years and
proposed a future reserve
system that would end their
100 years of absolute control of
a baseball players' destiny.
The proposal, made through
the players' association
Monday, would, in effect, give
all 600 players a chance to be
free agents at the expiration of
their present contracts. After
that, the owners offered a
reserve system that would tie
a player to his team for eight
years.
Lee MacPhail, American
League president and a
member of the owners'
players relations committee,
described the proposal as far-
reaching and the result of an
inner struggle that made it far
from unanimous.
"But, in order to get spring
training started and baseball
back on the track and a
reasonable future reserve
system ... we have agreed to
go along with it," MacPhail
said. "It is our last and final
proposal..
The owners' bid for labor
peace in baseball was handed
to Marvin Miller, executive
director of the players'
association, and a reply
requested by April 1. Miller
said his group would take it
under consideration.
The proposal did not unlock
the spring training camp
gates. That still depends on
the players' association
reaction to the offer. The
owners and baseball Com-
missioner Bowie Kuhn have
said that spring training will
Prep Results
By The Associated Press
2nd at Hopkinsville
Semifinals
Christian Coun,y 91 Madison-
ville SS
Trigg County 53 Union County
51
12th at Pulaski County
Semifinals
Casey County 74 Monticello 72
McCreary County 64 Some
rse- se
trti at Union College
Final
Clay County 63 Cawood 61
15th at Prestonsburg
Semifinals
McDowell 74 Johnson Centrai
73 (2 ot)
Betsy Layne 59 Fects Creek 44
Sports In Brief
open when progress is made in
the negotiations.
The two sides were to meet
again today, and Miller
scheduled a meeting Wed-
nesday in Tampa with the
association's 24-member
executive board. Miller noted
that the owners attached to
their proposal a memo that
opening of spring training was
contingent on a favorable
recommendation by the board
to the players.
In the 10-page owners'
proposal, they agreed to abide
by an arbitrator's decision in
the case of pitchers Andy
Messersmith and Dave
McNally, which gave them
free agent status after they
had completed their one-year
contract, then played the
following year without signing
a contract — the one-and-one




free agency is effective today,
just seven days after a federal
appeals court supported last
year's decision by arbitrator
Peter Seitz that made the
pitcher free to deal with all 24
Wins Doubles Title
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. ( AP)
— Despite a sprained finger,
second-seeded Pancho Segura
of Ecuador took the doubles
title in the men's seniors
tennis tournament, but lost the
singles to top-seeded Pancho
Gonzalez.
Gonzalez, 47, defeated
Segura 6-1, 6-1 Monday and
collected $5,000 first prize.
Segura, 52, injured his third
finger on his right hand
Sunday when he fell on the
court during singles com-
petition.
Segura and Bob Howe
defeated the unseeded team of
Garcinar Mulloy and Tony
Vincent 6-2, 6-3 in a final
doubles match.
In an exhibition challenge
match, Mulloy and Bobby
Riggs defeated Kathy
Kuykendall and Bunny Smith
7-6,6-2.
clubs.
The free agency offered the
rest of the players is slightly
different than that won by
Messersmith. While
Messersmith can deal with
any major league club,
players granted free agent
status under the owners' plan
would be placed in a pool, and
be allowed to negotiate with a
maximum of eight teams.
The teams interested in a
free agent would be picked in
inverse order of standings of
the previous season — last
shall be firpt and on up the
standings. A club losing a
player conceivably could be
one of the eight teams chosen
to bid for him.
Under the owners' plan, if 16
or fewer players are in the




The Paris Fish Fry Golf
Tournament will be held May
1 and 2 it the Paris Country
Club. The entry fee will be $15
per person.
The entry fee will include
the two days of golf; entrance,
with date to the dance on
Saturday night; and one
practice round. Other couples
may attend the dance at a
charge of six dollars.
All entries must be ac-
companied with the ap-
propriate entry fee. Preferred
starting time should also be
included. There will be two
shotguns on Saturday.
The morning shotgun start
will be at 8:30 a.m. and the
afternoon shotgun will be at 1
p.m.
Only the first 128 paid eri-
tries will be accepted. Late
entries will be returned as
soon as possible.
To enter the tournament,
mail the fee to Art Mulwitz,
Paris Country Club, Box 156,
Paris, Tn. 38242,
sign more than one; from 17 to
40 players, not more than two,
and from 41 to 64 players, not
more than three. Any club
may be eligible to sign as
many players as it may have
lost.
The plan contains a
repeater's right. After once
becoming a free agent, a
player becomes eligible to ask
for a trade after he completes
an additional three years of
major league service. Or he
could become a free ageot
again after an additional four
years and an option year.
Under this "one-and-one"
formula, some of baseball's
biggest stars are eligible for
free agency at the end of the
1976 season — Tom Seaver,
Rod Carew, Reggie Jackson,
Vida Blue, Sal Bando,
Carleton Fisk, Carl Yastr-
zernski, Bobby Grich, Bobby
Bonds, Bert Blyleven,
Thurman Munson, Graig
Nettles, Dick Allen, Willie
McCovey, Rick Monday, Ted
Simmons and Dave Cash.
Many of the owners fought
the proposal offered to the
players Monday. lley con-
tend it means bankruptcy for
their franchises.
A spokesman for August
Busch, owner of the St. Louis
Cardinals, said, "I'm afraid
Augie will feel he has been
sold down the river. Don't be
surprised if he sells his
franchise."
The owners' proposal was
presented after eight months
of negotiations covering 30
sessions. Two days were
needed by their committee to
hammer out the document,
which calls for a seven-and-
one reserve clause to become
effective after the 1976-77
seasons.
Under the seven-and-one, a
player with seven years major
league experience could play
out an option year and become
a free agent. The same system
as ustd in the one-and-one —
the slayer pool, the eight
bidders in inverse order, the
limit on the number of players
allowed any one team are
effective in the seven-and-one
formula.
There is one difference
between the one-and-one and
the seven-and-one as
presented by the owners.
There is no compensation for a
team losing a player under the
one-and-one free agency. In
the seven-and-one plan, the
team losing a player receives
compensation of two times the
player's annual salary up to
$75,000 a year, plus the team's
rank in attendance times
PPG.
Thus, if a player earns
$75,000 a year, the team he
leaves would get $150,000, and
if 24th in attendance, an ad-
ditional $120,000 or a
maximum of $270,000.
This formula is reduced by
one-third for each year over
eight of the free agent's major
league service.
The owners' proposal also
included $1,000 increases in
the minimum salary from
$16,000 in 1976 to $21,000 in
1979; a lowering of the roster
limit from 25 to 24 in the event
of a two-team expansion and
to 23 in a four-club expansion;
and a $7,700,000 contribution to
the player benefit plan in each
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Monday's Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. —
Major league baseball owners
presented the players
association with a proposal




Charlie Moir was named head




LeGrand was promoted to




Charles H. "Sonny" Smith, an
assistant at Virginia Tech,




MIAMI BEACH, Fla. —
Top-seeded Pancho Gonzalez
defeated Pancho Segura of
Ecuador 6-1, 6-1 to win the
$25,000 men's seniors tennis
tournament.
WASHINGTON — Ray
Moore defeated Cliff Drysdale
6-2, 2-6, 6-3 in opening-round
action of the World Cham-
pionship of Tennis Tour-
nament.
DALLAS — Fifth-seeded
Merits Redondo of San Diego
defeated Holland's Ellie Appel
Vessies 6-4, 6-2 in the first





and Suzie Bracher won the
men's and women's singles
titles, respectively, at the
World Junior Figure Skating
Championships.
BOWLING
GRAND PRAIRIE, Tex —
Bob McGregor averaged 228
first-round lead in the $100,000
Bowling Proprietors
Association of America U S.
Open Bowling Tournament
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7th & Maple St.
Phone 753-9999
Get Your Car Ready
For Spring Break
Or on a trip to Reridal I
Get Complete Brake and
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Hutson Texaco
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Today's Game With Vanderbilt Called Off
A couple of weeks ago it was beautiful baseball weather.
Everyone was wondering why the Murray State
Thoroughbreds didn't open their season a little sooner.
So here we are with the mason opener set for today at
2:30 p.m. against Vanderbilt. And that funny400king
white stuff that greeted us this morning wasn't confetti
that blew over from Paducah Tilghman.
Snow. And as you might have already figured out by
now, if you noticed the headline over the column, the
game has been called off.
It simply means spring sports will get off to a flying
start Thursday.
The 'Breds will play at 2:30 p.m. against Vanderbilt at
Reagan Field. At 3 p.m., the Murray State track team will
have a dual meet with Toledo University.
A few weeks ago, John Reagan would have been quite
optimistic over the outlook for the 'Breda. Not now.
Designated hitter Greg Tooley broke his hand and will
be out for the season. Terry Brown, who can pitch and
play just about every position on the diamond as well as
swing the bat, is being hampered by an old Mee injury
and he will be sidelined indefinitely.
"We have a couple of others sort of lame," Reagan said.
"We're getting out of the shoot slow."
With the injury to Brown, the third base position will be
occupied by Robin Courtney, a highly-touted freshman
from Evansville.
Stan Giesler, a junior college transfer and a native of
Jasper, Ind., will start at shortstop in the place of Leon
Wurth who graduated. Giesler has unbelievable range and
a strong arm and should be able to hold his own with the
stick.
Senior Jack Perconte, who could well be an All-
American candidate this season, will be back at second
while junior slugger Don Walker Is back at first base.
NCAA Pairings
College Basketball
Tournaments At A Glance






Riggers, 79-0, vs. Con-
nevicu', 18-9







At Baton Rouge, La.
March 18
Alabama, 23-4, vs. Indiana









Missouri, 25-4, vs. Texas
Tech, 25-5









Nev-Las Vegas, 29-1, vs. Ari-
zona, 73-8









Easr champion vs. Midwest
champion








North Carolina S'a'e 78, Holy
Cross 68
UNC-Charicete 79, Oregon 72
Tuesday's Games
Quarter-finals




N.C. S-al. vs. UNC-Charlo•te









In the outfield, it will be David Hughes, John
Siemanowski and Marvin "Cowboy" Kiel.
Murray State led the nation in hitting last year. They
may not repeat this season but the 'Breda should again be
a tough hitting club as always.
For the folks who like to watch 'em sail over the fences,
Murray should have plenty of power in the lineup.
The 'Brads have 13 pitchers on the roster. The develop-
ment of the young pitchers will probably be the key as to
the amount of success Murray has this season.
Against Vandy Thursday, junior college transfer Mike
Roberts of Evansivile will be sharing mound duties with
sophomore fireballer Mark Wezet of Evansville.
Roberts throws from the left side while the lanky Wezet
throws from the right. Wezet sat out all of last season with
an injury.
On Friday, Iowa State and Southwest Missouri will be in
town and if the weather is warm again, there will
probably be three games Friday, with the 'Breds playing
the two afternoon contests.
Also Friday, the Murray State women's tennis team of
Coach Nita Head will open its spring season by hosting
Southwestern of Memphis.
Saturday, the 'Breds will again play Iowa State and
Southwest Missouri while the track team is at South-
west Missouri and the women's tennis team hosts SEMO.
Sunday, the 'Breds host Iowa State to a pair of games and
then next Monday, it may not be warm weather but you'll
know its spring as all the spring sports at the university
swing into high gear.
We will be printing on Thursday or Friday a full calen-
dar of sports events for the following week.
Spring sports at Calloway County and Murray High will
be several more weeks away.
(MURRAY LEDGER to TIMES)
'Tide May Have Best
Shot At Beating IU
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
How good is Indiana?
"Indiana is one of the great,
great teams in college
history," said Coach Lou
Carnesecca of St. John's, the
Hoosiers' last victim by a 90-70
count in the first round of the
NCAA Mideast Regional
basketball tournament.
To have gone unbeaten
over the past two regular
seasons, as they have done, is
mindboggling," said Alabama
Coach C.M. Newton, whose
Crimson NCAA Mideast
semifinals at Baton Rouge,
La., Thursday night.
"There is no doubt Indiana
is a great team," said John
Wooden, who coached UCLA
to the NCAA title 10 of the past
12 years before retiring after
last season.
But Wooden didn't
think the Hoosiers, 28-0,
belong in the same class with
the championship UCLA
squads.
"Before you compare them
to any of the other great
teams, they've first got to win
a national championship,"
said Wooden, who served as a
television commentator for
Indiana's triumph over St.
John's Saturday.
Nevertheless, Wooden likes
Indiana — especially the
clawing man-to-man defense
which is the trademark of
teams coached by Bobby
Knight. "It's going to take an
excellent team to beat them,"
he said.
Alabama jtist might be that
team. The Crimson Tide, 23-4
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"Service Wilt Our lesions"
uodnoo
Associated Press poll, won the
Southeastern Conference title
and are coming off an im-
pressive 79-64 triumph over
North Carolina. They play a
tight man-to-man defense
which is similar to Indiana's.
Also among the best is
Marquette, 26-1 and ranked
second. Al McGuire's
Warriors will meet Western
Michigan, 26-2 and rated 10th,
in the other Mideast semifinal.
The winner then must face the
winner of Indiana-Alabama
for a spot in the final four.
Fourth-ranked Rutgers, 29-
0, rates as the heavy favorite
in the East Regional at
Greensboro, N.C. The Scarlet
Knights meet Connecticut, 18-
9, in one semifinal Thursday
night, a rematch of a regular-
season game which Rutgers
won 93-80.
VMI, 21-9, takes on DePaul,
20-8, in the other East
Regional semifinal.
Seventh-ranked Notre
Dame, 23-5, and ninth-ranked
Michigan, 22-6, meet in one
semifinal of the Midwest
Regional at Louisville. Both
scored one-point victories in
the first round, Notre Dame
beating Cincinnati 79-78 on
Toby Knight's last-second tap-
in and Michigan nipping
Wichita State 74-73 on Rickey
Green's 20-foot jumper with
six seconds to play.
Missouri, 25-4 and ranked
14th, meets 16th-rated Texas
Tech, 25-5, in the other Mid-
west Regional semifinal.
In the West, defending
champion UCLA, 24-4 and
ranked fifth, goes against No.
20 Pepperdine, 22-5. UCLA will
have a home-court ad-
vanntage, since the regional is
being played at Pauley
Pavilion in Los Angeles.
Third-rated Nevada-Las
Vegas, 29-1 and the highest
scoring team in the nation
with an average of better than
110 points per game, plays
15th-ranked Arizona, 23-8, in
the other semifinal.
Hoosiers (Who Else?)
Top Team In Last Poll
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
Indiana is No. l in the final
Associated Press college
basketball poll of the 1975-76
season, a position the
Hoosiers' fans have been
claiming all along.
St. John's coach Lou
Carnesecca agrees.
"They deserve all the ac-
colades they received this
year," Carnesecca said after
the burly Hoosiers mauled
Carnesecca's Redinen 90-70
Saturday in the opening round
of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's post-
season tournament. "They
just mangled us like no other
team ..."
Paced by All-Americans
Scott May and Kent Benson,
the Hoosiers still are looking
for another national court
crown, a title that eluded them
last year when May was in-
jured late in the regular
season and saw only limited
action in the playoffs before
the Hoosiers were upset by
neighboring Kentucky.
Still, the Hoosiers weren't
unanimous choices as the
nation's No. I team. Indiana
.picked up 47 of 52 first-place
ballots. The other first-place
votes went to Marquette. 2,
Rutgers, 2, and Nevada-Las
Vegas, 1.
Indiana finished wth 1,006
points while runner-up
Marquette polled 888. Nevada-
Las Vegas moved up a notch
from fourth to third with 732
points, while Rutgers dropped
a slot to fourth with 720.
UCLA, the defending
national champions, advanced
to fifth, Alabama jumped two
spots to sixth and Notre Dame
held on to its No. 7 spot.
Rounding out the Top Ten
were Michigan, up from 14th a
week ago, and Western
Michigan, 16th last week.
The second 10 was headed
by Maryland, followed, in






to the Top 20, replacing
Washington and St. John's
, 510 Main






(API — For sale: possibly as
many as 600 major league
baseball players.
All sizes. All shapes. All
ages. Bargain prices? Don't
count on it.
This is the first thunderclap
impression of the startling
proposal made by the owners
to the players Monday in a last
desperate attempt to break
the negotiating logjam that
has closed the spring training
camps and threatens the start
of the 1976 season.
In effect, the weary owners
have told the players: "Okay,
you wanted your freedom.
Now you've got it. What are
you going to do with it?"
If the players accept it —
and how can they now refuse?
— then for the next two years
the proud old American game
conceivably could be thrown
into a state of chaos.
In those two years, virtually
every player — the great, the
near-great and the mediocre
— could become a free agent
and throw himself on the
market. The exception would
be those players with long-
term contracts. They are a
handful. But they could gain
their freedom a year after
their contract is up. Not that
any of them will, but they can.
The game could become one
big bazaar. Franchises could
be jeopardized, strong teams
such as the Oakland A's could
see their shelves stripped
clean, teams such as the San
Francisco Giants and the
Minnesota Twins might have
to struggle to survive. Some
could go bankrupt.
That's the dark picture. The
other picture is that level
heads will prevail, among
both players and owners, and
that the system will survive.
But the potential of self-
destruction is there. No one is
especially to blame. But at-
tribute it to growing pains.
,.,After nearly 1.00 years . of
resistance to change and
archaic policies, the game is
waking up to the 20th Century.
An arbitrator set the pattern
by declaring pitchers Andy
Messersmith and Dave
McNally free agents because
they played a year without a
contract. The decision was
upheld by two federal courts.
That, unless the Supreme
Court says otherwise — and it
hasn't even been asked —
becomes the law of the land.
Now the owners, under
heavy stress, have told the
players that they will agree to
let this law prevail for the next
two years. A player may play
an option year, then become a
free agent and look around for
a buyer with a lot of dough,
just as Catfish Hunter did.
But don't expect too many
Catfish Hunters. When
Charley Finley, owner of the
Oakland A's, pulled a boner on
Catfish's contract, Hunter got
his freedom and signed with






Crawford Shell 65 35
Steely k Clark Con 50 41
Smith Poultry 58 42
Corvette Lanes  51 •
Astro Car Wash 50 50
Complete Auto Repair 49t 50',.
Murray Fed. Savings & Loans 474 524
Roberts Realty 47 53
Shoemaker Seed Co 45 56
Burger Queen 44 56
D.&D.Bodyiiop 42 58
McCuistoe Auto f3sctflc 42 54
High Team Game (SC)
Shoemaker Seed Co 
Crawford Shell 611
Complete Auto Repair 115
High Team Genie (11C)
Shoemaker Seed Co 817
Roberts Realty 610
Complete Auto 1Rmair 808
High Team Saris MC)
Crawford Shell 1811
Roberts 1016
Astro Car Wa 1W
High Team Series (HC)
Roberts Realty 2331
Shoemaker Seed Co 2M0
Astro Car Waal) 
High Ind. Ganie (21C)
Sondra Rice • 115
Margaret Morten  184
Sondra Rice 142
High Ind. Game (HC)
Geraldine Mathis 235
Beleada Higgins  233
Lots Smith DO

















"Catfish was a unique
case," says Tom Seaver, the
New York Mets' 9170,000-a-
year pitching property. -You
can't expect any recurrences
like that. It's a case of supply
and demand.
"With more people playing
out their options, there would
be more supply than
demand."
Seaver, the Meta' three-time
Cy Young winner and maybe
the best pitcher in baseball,
can speak sympathetically of
the case because he might find
himself in a similar situation.
Asking a three-year $800,000
contract, Seaver failed to sign
before the March 10 deadline.
The Mels renewed his con-
tract, as is their prerogative,
but without the allowed 20 per
cent cut in pay. Unless he
signs, Seaver will be playing
out his option this year and
will become a free agent in
1977.
"You can't expect Seaver to
leave New York," said Reggie
Smith of the St. Louis Car-
dinals. "That's where the big
TV networks and advertising
people are. Seaver has to play
in New York. He is a New
York guy."
But what about the Oakland
A's? Fourteen of them — all
the regulars, starting pitchers
and ace reliever Rollie
Fingers — have failed to sign
with owner Charley Finley.
It's possible for them, after
this season, to sell their ser-
vices elsewhere. Such a mass
exit could wreck the team that
won three straight World
Series.
Marvin Miller, the smooth
and clever players'
negotiator, insists that the
threat of mass free agents is
exaggerated. Most players
say there will be fewer
desertions from old team
loyalties than one might ex-
pect. Most players, they
contend, appreciate the
feeling of security.
Besides, there is no cer-
tainty that clubs are going to
be around tossing out big
bonuses and fat contracts. On
the contrary, players who
desert one team might find it
difficult to latch on to anothet.
The suggestion that rich
owners will collar the market
and make farces of the
various races also is illogical.
It hasn't happened. Owner
Tom Yawkey of the Boston
Red Sox can't be expected to
try to sign $100,000-a-year men
for every position.
"The first year will be a
tense one and the second could
be chaotic," says Lee Mac-
Phail, the personable and
sharp-minded president of the
American League. "But if we
can live through two years
then, with our eight-year
reserve plan in effect, I feel
sure the game will stabilize...
"But right now we are en-
tering a sort of twilight zone.














Pagliars Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
Super Special For Kids
Spaghetti and Salad
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS
You Can't Eat This Good
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Government Rests Rebuttal
Case In Trial Of Patty Hearst
SAN FRANCISCO ( AP) -
The government, depicting
Patricia Hearst as a restless
rebel seeking a cause, has
rested its rebuttal case in her
trial for bank robbery by once
again using her own words
against her.
U.S. Atty. James L.
Borwning, Jr. disclosed
Monday that a stone necklace
discovered in her purse the
day of Miss Hearst's arrest
matched one found under the
charred body of a terrorist she
has bitterly denounced during
the trial.
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be
48 Set of bells
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Dist, by UMj.d F.atm,v te Hv 3.Y -
the underground in which
Miss Hearst mentioned the
necklace as a sentimental link
with the slain Symbionese
Liberation Army member.
After playing the tape,
Browning rested the second
phase of his case.
Defense attorney F. Lee
Bailey was poised to begin
surrebuttal testimony today.
Bailey strenuously objected
when Browning asked U.S.
District Court Judge Oliver J.
Carter if he could play a brief
portion of a tape the jury
heard earlier.
Bailey argued that Miss
Hearst's trial for bank rob-
bery, now in its eighth week, is
long overdue for conclusion.
But Browning insisted that the
jurors hear her mention the
necklace on her last tape from
the underground.
In the June 1974 recording,
Miss Hearst eulogized six SLA
soldiers who had died in a gun
battle with Los Angeles police
three weeks earlier. Among
them was Willie Wolfe, called
"Cujo" in the underground.
Miss Hearst said on the tape
that Wolfe had been her lover.
In court, she said he raped her
and that she despised him.
"The pigs probably have the
little Olrnec monkey that Cujo
wore around his neck," said
the voice on the tape. "He
gave me the little stone face
one night."
Miss Hearst, 22, testified
that SLA member Emily
Harris wrote the script for the










of color and materials.
Also Hurricane Straps.
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MOZZ , YOU /IT 15 WRITTEN -*SHE TOOK)
KNOW a THE CAPTIVE', WITH 5,11AR'E5 OF
WITCH OF SMOKE. " WHAT POE5 THAT
KULA-KU.)  MEAN
IN OLDEN TIMES-
A NAME GIVEN THE
QUEEN OF THAT PLACE,
13LONDIE














DOE5 SUCH A QUEEN STILL
EXIST ?
A MYSTERY BEST




M. It a Islay elhdri ada




*cross free Nesse Telma
RAYMOND HENSLEY
now associated with Bill
Riley at the Down-
towner Barber Shop at
508 Main.
iniatediete Reed Service. If
yew acr steps sad stela,
it., eel see es.
Hutson Texaco
753-7710











* Decor Store *
********** *
LOSE WEIGHT with New
Shape Tablets and













WE LOOK into your
























call Howell Clark, 753-
6567.
b
NEED LADY to ciean
cabins, 15 miles from
Murray, Ky. Toward
New Concord. Call 901-
232-8221.
Help Wonted





between 2 and 5p.
for appointment.
WANTED SOMEONE




FROM 11 p.m. till 7 a.m.
full time, apply 7-3 p.m.
at Kwik Pik, five points.
BABYSITTER WAN-
TED, to come to my
home for 2 girls, ages
1/2 and 8 years 3:00 to
12:30. Phone 492-8746.
Exception! Opportuni-
ty. WI yea bine the
eagerly/Ay to sera
$20,000 et mere in
1176 and were ki
future years?
International Com-
pany in 57th year of













If Yee amity We
Gnomes:
Up to $1,000 first
month, guaranteed











Act today to insure
tomorrow.
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Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
ii
FOR LARGE cycle, 1970
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phone after 5 p.m., 436-
5495.
STANDING TIMBER or
already cut. Contact D.
W. Fox 753-9811 after 6.
or 753-6231.
15 Art clots Fo, 3re










3 H.P. chain drive,
$169.95. 5 H.P. chain
drive, $189.95. All with B

















CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric





MILLIONS OF rugs have




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
FREELS WHOLESALE,
216 South 17th, Paducah,
Ky. Doors, windows,
and cabinets. Phone 1-
502-442-7065, weekdays
8-5.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Co., 1-444-
6865, Paducah, Ky.
ROUGH WESTERN RED
cedar beams. 16' t 24',





Saturday, March 20 at 10 A.M.
Selling at the 0•11meade Fenn dee to the passing of Mr. Wallace Smith.
LOCAT1ONA: Freon Ilighwey 62 last west of Fddyville tern north ea Ifighway 373g.
31/2 Win, tent right ii Nigleway i43 g. 4 a& to the hrs.
78 hoed of pews bred honied hereon's including 41 cows, severe with cons at
side; Two large bereford bulls; 2 bred heifers; 2 beif ors with selves by side; 17
open heifers; 2 voting service age bulls; 10 hulls ender I your of ego; 2 steers.
Mr. end Mn. Susi% hes hen breorog horned bender& for many years. These ore
Husker-Rupert and Whoa breeding.
Fenn Machinery includes 3 tractors, 1 track end lots of onaipasost.
Mrs. Lyda P. Smith, Owner
Thomas White L Sons
Auction IL Realty
affirm., KentuCity
Office 381-72.51 - Night 3$3-70811
SALE BY
IS Atttc1es lot Sale
FENCE SALE at SEARS.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-




model 51081 - $229.95.
Roby Sales, Benton, Ky.
DEN COUCH AND '4
CHAIR, $75.00. Odd
chair. $15.00. Lamps,
$19.00. Blue velvet chair,
$45.00. Call 753-2845.
REFRIGERATOR
freezer, automatic ice /








and Service, 500 Maple







IN 766 Tractor, 74;
ir Birch disc, 12'; IN
16" too bete. piew;
Fear row JD planter,
with 2 raw cultivators
and raw two 4 row
cultivators; Model 60
JD tractor; 6' bash
hog; culti-pecker, 10';




1975 CASE 646, front
loader and garden
tractor with plow, disc
and 48" mower. All
hydraulic. Original cost
$4,5 0 0.0 O. Asking
$3,500.00. Call 753-7414.
TRACTOR-970 Case, 630
hours: Like new con-











sale. 1966 David Brown
990 Selectaznatic farm
tractor. Good condition.
Call 354-6392 or 753-8560.
1967 INTERNATIONAL
backhoe, good condition.
Call 1-354-6392 or 753-
8560.
CRAWLER LOADER
1970 International with 4
in one bucket. Good
condition. Call 354-6392
or 753-8560.
TWO ROW John Deere
planter, 6 row boom
spray with 55 gallon
barrel. Freeman front
end loader with 2
buckets, one 6', 1
manure bucket. Call 753-
1389.
TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row
with tools. Both for
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
MERCURY OUTBOARD
motor, Mark 58, 45 h. p.
Good condition $250.00.
Call 753-6221 6 a. m. to 3
p. in. Ask for Ricky
Peal.
REGULAR SIZE pool
table. $60.00. Call 753-
3494 or 753-2720.
BOAT, V-BOTTOM
aluminum, 14'. Call 253-
5306
GOOD USED PING pang



























































































































































Mark 58, 45 h. p.
,ondition $250.00.






um, 14' Call 153-
pong
41114310 after
JOHNSON 51/2 H. P.
motor, mechanically
perfect, extra nice, used














made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, phone 1-
443-7323.
FOR SALE 1964 pickup.
Copper colored upright,
oven on top, stove for
sale. Call 753-8218.
TWO STORY oak log
barn. Excellent con-
diton. Call 753-0870.
3IEA 3E" X in 31:1
12 z 09 ALL electric,
trailer. Call 901-247-3387.
VERY NICE 1971













1973 GARRISON 12 x 52,
central heat and air, set
up and underpinned.
Call 753-8932 after 4:30
p.m. or anytime on
weekends.
12 x 70 MOBILE HOME.
Three bedroom, 2 bath.
Extra nice. Call 753-1905
after 5:30.




WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.





Now To Stretch Your
Red Estate Dollars
Listings under $25,000.00
Handy to neighborhood stores where you're
treated like a neighbor is the location of the
house and lot at Hazel, Kentucky. Five room
house with storm doors and windows, carpeting
and electric heat and air conditioning. Priced at
only $11,500.00.
Here close to the city, you'll find natural
surroundings and easy manner of life in the
country. Located on 121 North we have a four
room house with full upstairs on one acre of land.
New pump in well, new bathroom fixtures, new
roil; in excellent state of repair. $20,000.00.
Prudent buyer will recognize advantage of
zoning available on this home. Zoned for
business or a comfortable home is the house on
the corner of Poplar and 13th. Ftve large roans
plus enclosed breezeway and garage. Good, solid
house. $22,500.00.
Ideal location., only a stroll to downtown Murray
and shopping conveniences. Located at 605 Olive
Is this six room house plus full upstairs. Ideally
situated for retired couple. House in good state of
repair. $14,250.00.
A value packed, comfortable home you should
see right now Ls the home at 1302 Sycamore. Two
bedrooms, family room, breezeway, utility room
and enclosed garage plus carport. Carpeting and
some drapes. Nice garden spot. All of this for
only $21,500.00.
Pay for it while you enjoy its coziness and extra
Income! For only $21,500.00 the house at 1109
Vine Street can be yours. Three bedrooms, car-
peting, disposal, air conditioning, PLL1S three
room apartment in basement that is now renting
for $75.00 a month. A beautiful arrangement for
the new home owner.
Big utility room fills storage needs, doubles as
home laundry and sewing room. Located near
Midway on one acre of land and priced at
$23,500.00 is this brick and frame three bedroom
hoine, Range, dishwasher, drapes and carpeting
inchaled with price.
Declare independence from rent receipts by
securing home ownership! You can afford the
two bedroom hone at 403 Ehn Street that is
priced at $14,500.00. Conventnet location. Storm
doors and windows, carpet..
HOYT OMITS 7S1-1114
SAY VOINETS
T. C. COttlif '53-S122
friNA T 7S3.41141
tit A PARISE 7s1-40114
ANNA PIQUARTH nt-sin
PA/ AbVSTRANG 40141711
41117 So04ttiIkmpel Sem ?St 1651
CENTRAL GAS 100,000
BTU furnace and 2 ton
central air conditioner
unit. Call 753-3062 after 5
p.m.
TWO BEDROOM all
. electric mobile home,
$50.00 deposit. $125.00
per month. Water and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. Call 7534277.
28 x 32 ft. building for
cleanup shop or garage.
,1 At Almo Heights, just off
641. Call 7534044.
OR CARE TAKE a house





ment for rent. Available
March 1. Call 753-2299.
NICE SMALL FUR-
NISHED apartment.
Also nice room for older













paid. Central heat and
air conditioning. Call
753-8668.
FARM LAND FOR rent
45 acres of beans or
corn. 930 lbs. burley
tobacco. Call 489-2549.
ONE 3$ HUNDRED acres
of dark fired tobacco.












TWO SOWS to have pigs
in about 10-15 days. One
purebred Duroc male.
Call 436-5C2.




shots. $35.00. Call 753-
6153.
IRISH SETTER, 18
months old. 110.00. Not
trained. Call 489-3859.
AKC TOY Poodle pup-
pies, one silver male,
one silver female, 1




lines. Call 7534412 or
953-01/1-alier 4 p.m.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
BE THE first in Calloway
County to have a 2




the tracts can be
measured in hectares
we sun sell then for




515 Main St., MEM.
1534101-7531 or eall Etti
Rodgers, 753-7116.
'FOR PRIMARY PUT ON MORE
PANCAkE AND 11511 giM TO PRGNISE




Just listed new 3
bedroom home near
Lynn Grove on 9 plus
acres. Excellent
location with frontage
on Highway 94, 6 miles
from Murray. Phone
Bill Kopperud today for
an appointment and be
the first to see this




personal, full time Real
Estate Service.
VERY ATTRACTIVE 2
story home in West-
wood, that offers elegant
living of single family,
however this home has
an apartment attached
that rents for $140.00 per
month. Large shade
trees, 2 car garage,
carpet, drapes, ap-
pliances. A must to see
for that little assistance
with the monthly
payments. Call Moffitt
Realty Co., 208 South
12th, 753-3597.
JUST IN TIME FOR
summer vacation
season. Furnished
cottage on beautiful 1




storage. Come by 105 N.






continue to climb. Now
is the time to buy that lot
on which to build your
dream home. Now of-
fering 55 fine lots in
Westwood Subdivision.
Only 10 per cent down
and balance to be paid
off over 5 years. Some as
little as $300 down and
monthly payments for
only 58.50. Now on city
sewer system. Buy now
build later. Call Guy
Spa= Realty, 753-7724.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE
BEAUTIFUL WOODED
lot in Sherwood Forrest.
106'x 110'. Call after, p.
m., 7534058.
111111111111
BY OWNER, Bottom land
farm. 133 acres, 17 acres
In cultivation with
timber. 700 Its, burley,


















Priced to sell at
VOSS. Phone 753-
0675.
BY OWNER. Three large
bedrooms, large built-in
kitchen, 2 full baths,
large lot. Kingswood
Area. Call 753-4907.
LARGE II room frame
house, 2 baths, central
gas heat, air con-
ditioning. Carpeting, 2
car garage. Call 753-
9485.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
home, gage, apple
trees, garden spot, over
1 acre of land. Two miles
South of Bel Air Shop-
ping Center. Call 753-
0154.
RANT SO111311114
11113/At Ws 3N 4 2
DOW plea the ebbe speil
feelers: livered lig
rem trona dimiisit •
cartes trIlPst god
Ilrepbas A ones is.. b
every moon Cal kw as
wer.
GOOD COUIITIT uus -
UM s leek is 3 II
wait errerreorde 4 Mae
west •4 Merrily. It's
dogma fee callorbile
vary aa• Ines ebbe bop








large back yard with
shade trees, $14,000.00
on llth Street Call 753-














In mid WS. Two
bedrooms, 1441ath, new
carpet, 1,603 allure feet





dry basement. See at
1110 Sycamore or phone
753-7573
FOR SAtt by owner
lakefr cottage,
• rest. Phone




convenient, great for big
family or renters help
pay. Owner, 753-2562.
Lake property
anyone? 3 BR. frame
with 2 BR. apt. In
basement. On large
lot. Ample outside
storage. Must see to
appreciate. Warm
weather is coming so
be PrePared-
Outstanding 4 BR.
brick and frame 2
gory home. Central
heat and air, 21/2
baths, and all other
features of a quality
home. Exceedingly
large lot in area of
line homes.
Beautiful brick. 12



















SS / 5:10 seilip
Sparta 753-2247, Weise
Deer 733-MM, led Per-
sil 7234%1, (.54 0. Ode
733-5723, heeds* Dem
733-5723.
OR TRADE by owner.
Tri-level house with
approximately 2000 sq.
ft. on double lot in quiet
subdivision, one mile
from city limits on 121






two air conditioners, one
car garage, double wide
concrete drive, city
wa er, TV tower, storm





after 5 o'clock, 753-4443.





running bike. In good
condition. $850. Call 492-
8586.




756 YAMAHA 1973, low
mileage. Call 7534175.
1965 PONTIAC LE
MANS, in good con-
dition, motor
overhauled 1 year ago.









miles, 81250. Call 753-
9189 or 753.8124 after 5 p
m.
1912 CHEVY II, good




$1,800 or best offer. Call
753-4545 or 7534763.
1972 MUSTANG MACH 1,
automatic, power
steering, braket and air,
good condition. Call 753-
4548 after 5 p. m.
1974 CHEVY PICKUP
custom Deluxe, like
new, low mileage. Call
411-2709.
1971 VW SUPER Beetle,
automatic. Call 753-4016.
1174 AUDTE FOX. Call
after 5:30 p. m., 753-6147.
1974 TRIUMPH 1114, 4
speed, air, AM-FM,
26,000 miles, really













and air. $200.00. Call 753-
2845.
1964 FORD PICKUP, V-8
automatic, $275.00. Call LICENSED electrician -
753-9181 or 753-8124 after prompt efficient ser-
5 p. m. vice. No job too small.
Call Ernest White, 753-













WILL BREAK and order
gardens. Call 753-7143.
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on then
high heat and cooling




and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.
PAINTING INTERIOR




Call 436-2437 after 5 p.m.
1973 VW SUPER Beetle,
$2,000 flat. Call 753-7838.
1.173 GRAND TORINO, all
power and air, $1,800, or
best offer. Also 1974
Ford F-100 camper, mag
wheels, $3,296. Phone




air, tape. Local owned
car, $650.00. Call 436-
2427.
NICE 1961 Mercury 4




Cars every month for
auction. New modern
facilities. Every
Wednesday at 1:00 p. m.
sharp. Easy to get to.
One hour from Chicago
and next to expressway
and Rockford Airport.
Fly in or drive in. Come
to Greater Rockford for
friendly treatment an
fair honest dealing.
Open 6 days. Jim Clark
or Sherry Ftayn 815-968-
6262. This is a dealers
auction.
1175 VW VAN, 59,000




753-0605 after 4:30 p.m.
1972 VW orange Beetle.
New tires, very sharp.
$1,350. Call 753-0605.
1175, 4 x 4, BLAZER










steering and air. Call
753-0100 or 7$3-2231.
POP TOP CAMPER
Venture 1080, sleeps 8,
1973 model, perfect
condition, extra nice,
will save buyer lots of
money. Call 753-4588
1971 VW CAMPER. Re-
built engine, good
condition. Asking $2,100.








and dirt. Call 437-4533.
after 8 p.m. call 1-354-
8161 or 1-3544138.
MINOR RA IRS and
alterations, fonder,












hauling, etc. Large line
of late model earth
moving equipment.
Over 30 years ex-
perience. Call Steven
Alexander at 489-2616,
days, 753-1959 nights, or









Don't forget the carpets.





and Floor Covering, 1210
W. Main.
CHAIN LINK FENCING
for business, industry or
your home. Over 25
years experience. All





and exterior by the hour
or job. Free estimates.
Call 7534343.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 474-
8841 or 753-7203.
KIRBY CARPET CARE-
clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
swering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156..
WILL BABY sit day or •





















YARD WORK - mowing,
trimming, flower beds,
etc. Reliable adults. Call
7534354.
J & B WELDING and
Fabrication. 24 hour
service. Six miles South







struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
MUM
Fence Co., 901-642-6492 FREE NJCE alert •
or 901-642-8947. female, Beagle about





Call 753-4124, South 4th




mow. Call 753-4902 or
753-4740.
The Murray Electric System will
receive bids for a total of sixteen
(16) outdoor fighting fixtures at their
office on Fourth and Olive Streets un-
til March 26, 1976.
Specifications may be obtained by
contacting the Superintendent or
Engineer at Merrily Electric System.
ITEM OF THE MONTH
SAVE $42 
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Edward Scott DeMyer,
father of Mrs. Shelia Shaw of
Murray, died Sunday at 3:50
p.m. at the FWton Hospital.
He was 57 years of age and a
resident of Fulton.
The deceased was a retired
conservationist and farmer of
Fulton County. He was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Fulton, where he
served as an elder, and was a
veteran of World War H. Born
August 6, 1918, in Fulton, he
was the son of the late James
Poyner DeMyer and Lucille
Scott DeMyer.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Billie Lanikin DeMyer to
whom he was married
October 4, 1946; two
daughters, Mrs. Shelia Shaw
of Murray and Mrs. Nancy
Vaughn of Cherokee Village,
Ark.; one son, Jimmy Scott
DeMyer, Louisville; three
grandchildren.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Hornbeak
Funeral Home, Fulton, with
burial to follow in the Pleasant
View Memorial Gardens
there.
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- Deaths and Funerals
John Oliver Dies
Monday; Funeral
To Be At Chapel
John Oliver, formerly of the
New Concord area, died
Monday at 5:25 p.m. at the
Puryear Nursing Home. He
was 66 years of age.
The Calloway County man
was a member of a Masonic
Lodge at Highland Park,
Mich. Born December 21, 1909,
in Henry County, Tenn., he
was the son of the late Mark
Oliver and Annie Bell Scar-
brough Oliver.
Mr. Oliver is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Taft (Louise)
Patterson of New Concord and
Mrs. Kelly ( Vonell ) Burton of
South Thirteenth Street,
Murray; two brothers,
Everett Oliver of Murray and
Max Oliver of Kirlcsey Route
One.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Elder
Paul Poyner officiating and
the song service by the New
Concord Church of Christ
singers with 011ie Knight
Stubblefield as leader.
Pallbearers will be W. T.
Patterson, Darrell Mitchell,
Kenny Oliver, Willie Dick, Joe
Wilkerson, and Vernon
Moody. Burial will be in the
Murray Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home where Masonic
services will be conducted
tonight ( Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m.
by Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M.
W. Dees Vinson Is
Dead At Age Of 61
William Dees Vinson of 613
South Third Street, Paducah,
died this morning at 5:23 at
the Veterans Hospital, Nash-
ville, Tenn. He was 61 years of
age.
The deceased was a
member of the Southland
Baptist Temple, Paducah,
was a veteran of World War II,
and was self employed as a
plumber.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Frances Outland Vinson,
one daughter, Miss Cynthia
Ann Vinson, and one son,
William Dees Vinson, Jr., all
of Paducah, and one brother,
Shirley Vinson of Murray
Route Three.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home will have
charge of the arrangements.
Seigel Coy Story died
Monday at seven p. m. at the
Sante Care Center, Milan,
Tenn. He was 91 years of age
and a resident of 315 North
Poplar Street, Paris, Term.
The deceased was the last
member of a family of ten
children born on November 19,
1884, to the late Samuel J.
Story and Mary Ann Paschall
Story of Calloway County. HisFather Of Murray six brothers were the late
Clarence, John, Asher, Jim,
Dies, Fulton (Man, and Roy Story, and his
three sisters were Mrs. Neva
Jones, Mrs. Paradine Enoch,
and Mrs. Cordelia Key.
Mr. Story and his wife, Mrs.
Hontas Enoch Story, who
survives, were married
December M, 1912. He was a
member and deacon of the
First Baptist Church, Paris,
Tenn., and a retired car-
penter.
Survivors are his wife; two
daughters, Mrs. Edgar
Thyra) Provine, Milan,
Tenn., and Mrs. Gilbert ( Sue)
Hurt, Chattanooga, Term.; one
son, Dr. Glenn Story,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; six
grandchildren; three great
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p. m. at the
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Rev. Carroll Owen officiating.
Pallbearers will be Mar-
shall Provine, Paul, Steve,
and Kenneth Hurt, all gran-
dsons, Jimmy Williams, and
Orvis Hendrick. Burial will be
in the West Fork Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Myrta Owen of 107
North Twelfth Street, Murray,
died Monday at 10:05 p.m. at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah. She was 88 years of
age.
The deceased was the wife
of Leland E. Owen who died in
1950. Born September 17, 1887,
in New Concord, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
E. Kirkland and Virginia
Rowlett Kirkland.
Mrs. Owen was a past
president of the Murray
Woman's Club, a charter
member of the Murray
Magazine Club, and a member
of the First United Methodist
Church.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Bill ( Charlotte) Barker,
one granddaughter, Mrs.
Jennie Barker Gordon, and
one great grandson, William
Gordon.
Graveside services will be
held Wednesday at ten a.m. at
the Murray City Cemetery
with Dr. James A. Fisher
officiating.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home has charge of the
arrangements and friends
may call there after six p.m.
tonight ( Tuesday ).
Mrs. Alice Darnall Chester
of Pontiac, Mich., native of
Calloway County, died Sunday
at 8:15 p.m, at a hospital
there. She was 68 years of age




and two sons, Robert and
Johnny Chester, all of Pon-
tiac, Mich.; two daughters,
Mrs. Verde Girardello,
Tarpon Springs, Fla., and
Mrs. Frances Moreway,
Southfield, Mich.; step-
mother, Mrs. Onie Cleaver of
Murray; three brothers,
Virgil Darnall, Murray, Cecil
Darnall, Paducah, and Paul
Darnall, Pontiac, Mich.; four
half sisters, Mrs. Robbie
Knipp, Mrs. Reba Crouse,
Mrs, Josephine Cleaver, and
Mrs. Geraldine Thomas, all of
the Murray area; nineteen
grandchildren; several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Wednesday-at 12:30 p.m.
at the Love End Funeral
Home, 5391 Highland Road,
Waterford, Mich. Burial will
follow in a cemetery there.
Bel-Air Center, Murray, Ky.
plus 50e
Film Charge
• No obligation to buy additional • Limit One 99e Special per family or
Portraits subject
gp Extra prints available at reason.
able prices
• No age limit





lea a. m to MS p. m.
Commemoration. . .
Others on the rededication
program were Father Martin
Mattingly of St. Leo Church in
Murray, who delivered the
dedicatory prayer, Dr. James
A. Fisher, Sr., minister of the
First United Methodist
Church of Murray, who
pronounced the benediction,
and Larrie Clark, a member
of the music faculty, who sang
a solo during the short
program.
Miss Holton, one of three
speakers at a Com-
memoration Day dinner
immediately following the
rededication ceremony and a
retired high school English
teacher, told of her mother's
death of typhoid fever when
she ( Miss Holton) was three
years of age and of her
memories of her grandparents
when she lived with them.
"He taught me the books of
the Bible and the names of the
presidents of the United States
while I was helping him, I
thought, to plant and care for
his garden," she recalled.
"He was a strict, but not
stern, disciplinarian. I did not
always agree with him, but I
always obeyed."
Miss Holton also recalled
incidents in Dr. Carr's later
life when he was asked "the
usual question put to senior
citizens, 'to what he-attributed
his long life and good health.'
"He had a great sense of
humor," she said. "To this
question, he would reply, 'I
have always slept soundly —
even in church. I have con-
fidence in my preacher.' And
sleep he could. He would nap
for five minutes and wake
bouncing to _114,, next task,
refreshed and ready to go."





Organization on Murray State
University Campus will have
the Spring Festival in the
Waterfield Student Union
Building on Saturday, March
20.
The dinner, which features
foods from many countries,
will be served starting at 4:30
p.m. Tickets are available at
$3.00 for adults and $2.00 for
children.
Arts and crafts from many
countries will be on display
and for sale at a reasonable
price. A free talent show will
be staged, featuring the in-
ternational students on
Murray State campus.
Proceeds from the day will
be used by the International






Committee will meet at seven
p.m. on Thursday, March 18,
at City Hall to hear a report on
the.Pam Rutledge Scholarship
Fund from Dr. Wallace
Baggett, chairman of the
Department of Social Work at
Murray State University.
L. D. Miller will also appear
to discuss housing in Murray.
The public is invited to
attend these meetings, ac-
cording to Mrs. Clara Hum-
phrey, chairman. The com-
mittee takes up many local
concerns and everyone's help
and counsel is welcome, she
said.
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first registrar from 1927 until
1960, said, "Dr. Carr had a
way of getting what he
wanted.
"I was a principal of a
Fayette County school when in
May of 1926 he asked me to be
registrar here. I did not ac-
cept, but when he tried again
in January, 1927, I did. The
first day's work was the first
day of registration and by the
end of the week I was ready to
go back to Lexington.
"On Friday night, however,
I was invited to the Carrs'
home for dinner, and it was
some time later that I realized
that the dinner hour was about
the time the passenger train
for Lexington passed through
Murray!"
Dr. L J. Hortin, professor
emeritus in journalism,
traced Dr. Carr's 85-year
educational career from his
birth "on Goose Creek in
Lawrence County, Ind." to his
death in 1960 at the age of 100.
"Dr. Carr believed in hard
work, strict discipline, deep
loyalty and concentrated
study," he said, and 'loyalty'
was the key to his sterling
character as an educator."
Dr. 'Curris presented the
Carr grandchildren with a
small framed print of the
portrait of the first president
which hangs in the University
Library as a memento of the
occasion and announced the
establishment of the John
Wesley Carr Scholarship
program, the details of which
are provided in a separate
story, to conclude the hour-
and-a-quarter tribute.
Music for the dinner was
provided by an ensemble
made up of Mrs. Marie
Taylor, piano, and Professors
Neale Mason, cello, and David
Nelson, violin. The 75-voice
Murray State Universify
choir, under the direction of
Prof. Robert K. Baer, also
presented "The Battle Hymn
of The Republic," a favorite
song of the first president's.
Underwriters To Meet
The Murray Chapter of the
National Association of Life
Underwriters will hold their
monthly meeting at the
Triangle Inn on Thursday,
March 18, at 11:45 a.m. Guest
speaker will be Donald Jones,
Murray attorney.
OVEN FORK, Ky. ( AP) — work today.
Some of the Scotia Coal Co.'s Freddie Maggard, general
miners were expected to superintendent at the Scotia
return to work today in operation, said he did not
response to an invitation know how many of the corn-
issued late Monday by the pany's 500 employes would
company. respond. About 225 of the
A message broadcast on miners worked in the No. 1
local radio stations requested mine.
that the miners, idled by two Maggard said some of the
explosions that killed 26 men men would begin sealing the
in Scotia's No. 1 underground No. 1 mine, which will remain
mine- last week, report for closed until federal and state
mine safety officials are
satisfied it is safe to reenter.
Some of the returning
workers will begin preparing
Scotia's two other mines for
resumption of coal production,
according to Maggard. ---
Company officials have said
some layoffs of miners can be
expected, perhaps as many as
200. -We will start cutting
from the bottom of the
seniority list," an official said.
Local civic and business
leaders have indicated layoffs
will have an adverse impact
on the local economy.
"We depend heavily on
Scotia operations for a lot of
money," said C.R. Chrisman,
board chairman of the
David Graham New
Hickman Manager
David Graham, soh of Mr.
and Mrs. Ryan Graham of
Murray, has been named as
general manager of all city
businesses of Hickman in-
cluding the City's Public
Utility Department. He will
assume his duties on April 5.
Graham is a graduate of
Murray State University
where he was a member of
Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
He has been employed with
the Purchase Area
Development District at
Mayfield. His wife is the
former Rosemary Scott,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
E. Scott of Murray.
Supper And Show To
Be At North School
The North Calloway Parent-
Teacher Club will sponsor a
chili supper and variety show
on Friday, March 19, with the
supper to start at 5:30 p.m.
and the variety show at seven
p.m.
Students at North School
will provide the acts for the
variety show. The public is
urged to attend the supper and
the show, a spokesmarisaid.
Oaks Club Pool To
Open For Season
The swimming pool at the
Oaks Country Club will be
open for the Memorial Day
holiday as usual, according to
officials of the club.
Last season the pool was
closed early for the repairs
but these have been completed
and the pool will open at the
regular time this year for the
members and their out of town
guests, officials said.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.9
down 0.2.
Below dam 312.8, down 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.6,
down 0.3.
Below dam 319.9, up 0.1.
Sunset 6:04. Sunrise 6:07.
Guaranty Deposit Bank in
Cumberland.
Christman 6i-del his bank
plans to take steps to ease the
financial burden placed on
furloughed miners.
Meanwhile, memorial
services were held ?donday for
the 26 men killed in the twin
explosions. Both blasts have
been blamed on methane gas,
frequently found in deep
minei, -1
Relatives tut friends of the
victims were joined by 75
United Mine Workers
members and others for
services at the 1st Baptist
Church of Cumberland.
Members of Scotia's In-
dependent employes
association also attended th,.:
services.
SlINUCk
Be a star tn your own realm wIth the
Meet popular tastmon accent ol the
year Small stars, large stars.
pierced stars all are stunnIng
complements to your wardrobe




FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch
7th and Main
City of Murray - Department of Streets - Sanitation
City Beautification Program
Spring Trash Clean-up
Northside (Cower Lino of Mein Street is Dividing line)
Pickup Starts Monday, March 22 at 7:00 a.m.
* * *Trash Must Be Out by Street At Starting Time * * *
RIGULATION:
1. AN types of trash liew picked up except, stea-
m hal logs, bolding astorld, end fracas
'untwists.
2. AM trash wow be placed at strait side and west
be kept separeted occerdieg to type.
3. mall ad lass tag Nest be pieced le au
Mars Mal can be heeded *one (1) asp.
4. Afflatus ad motels west he pieced io
separate Gram
S. Irak must be ht sopenito era ad west candy
with the gated Ma for brook pidrep.
Irish and tree tranship most It• cut end pieced
within W of the edge of wrest with bat owls
facing street. Irish west is me huger then 4" et
butt owes ad I in lossgth.
Snub coned be picked op If vines, briers, wire,
kosher, or alter foreign ohacts ere =had with
broth.
Pleas dip, am, and Aide by these regokstious.
Moro w be a other spode type services ren-
dered by the Departnsoitt of Stroots-Senitetion oall
the leaf pickup this fdl.
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